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Fvzzy set theory has proved to be very efficient to handle certain type of uncertainties

encountered in a variety of areas. It provides an excellent mathematical framework for explicitly

incorporating imprecision and vagueness into the decision making models, especially u¡hen the

system involves human subjectivity. Uncertainty is present in virrually all watks of life.

In this thesis we make use of ñrzzy sets theory to model imprecision in a net present value

problen¡ capital asset pricing model and the scoring model decision making problem under frrzzy

environment. Since, triangular fuzzy numbers provides a good compromise between computational

efficiency and realistic modeling of imprecision, therefore, use of such numbers is made

throughout the thesis. We model a number of investment decision making problems in the field of

finance and actuarial science under firzzy environment. We also discuss the methods to obtain their

solutions and interpretation to those solutions.

Chapter I provides an introduction to the concepts of decision making and presents

introduction, prerequisites, the motivations and the needs for a comprehensive methodology for

analyzing certain problems in ttre a¡eas of finance and actuarial science under frrzzy environment.

Chapter 2 deals with the literatu¡e review of the related work done by other researchers relevant to

this research. Net present value problem under fu2ry environment, is considered in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 deals with the capital asset pricing model under fr,rzzy environment a¡rd makes its use in

the net present value problem u¡hen the retums on investments is govemed by the capital asset

pricing model under fuzzy environment. Chapter 5 deals with the scoring models under frÅz;1.1

environment. Finally, the conclusion and the discussion on the contributions made by the thesis,

along with some recommendations for further researcl¡ are given in chapter 6.
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In today's world, the pace of change is so rapid and its natu¡e is often unanticipated and

unpredictable. Uncertainty is present in most decision making problems due to unlnown future

events, such as revenue streams, costs, future interest rates and inflation. One's ability to

respond to rapid and unanticipated change by classical methods has not been effective so far

[6, 17,33]. Often the business world is looking for methods and tools to help configure their

processes in order to respond effectively to uranticipated and unpredictable changes. It has

been noticed [7] that most investment projects are typically chosen on the basis of some kind of

restricted information. Furthermore, the volatility literature claims that prices are too volatile to

accord with simple net present value models [33, 58, 59]. The actuarial and financial

community do recognize the need for formal models to represent imprecise, vague, and

uncertain information in a positive manner [471. At the same time the incapability of the

classical mathematical models to render a satisfactory solution to these problems is generally

accepted. Moreover the monopoly position of probability theory to treat every kind of

uncertainty has become highly questionable. As a consequence, the scientific literature of the

past three decades has offered some new models and techniques to describe and to transfer

vagueness, imprecision and uncertainty in a usefi¡l manner. Undoubtedly, one of those is the

theory of frazzy sets that was introduced in 1965 by the papers of Lofti A. Zadehl62, 631.

Fttz-zy sets theory is a relatively new mathematical tool to deal with vagueness, imprecision

uncertainty [34, 35, 65] and is highly suitable for application areas where an expert's

subjective judgment is involved. Used to represent uncertain reasoning, it mimics the human

Chapter I
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ability to take rational decisions in an ambiguous and inexact environment.

1.1 Fwzzy Sets Theory

We now introduce certain terminology, notation, definitions and prerequisites that will

be used in the sequel.

Fuzzy Set

Let X be a classical set of objects, called the universe, whose generic elements are

denoted by x. The membership in a crisp subset of X is viewed as cha¡acteristic frmction p^(x)

from X to {0, l} such that:

[oforx eA
l¡o( x ) :{

Lttbrx eA

where {0, I } is called a valuation set [7, i4,63j.

If the valuation set is allowed to be the closed real interval [0, 1], A is called afwA ser as

proposed by Zadeh [61], with ¡¡o(x) as the degree of membership (degree of belonging) of x in

A. The closer the value of ¡.ro(x) is to l, the more x belongs to A. Therefore, A is completely

characterized by the set ofordered pairs:

A= {(¿ p"(x)lxe X}

where ¡¡^(x) maps X to the membership space [0,1]. Elements with zero degree of

membership are usually not listed. If Sup t¿^(x) =1, V x € R, then the fvzãJ set A is called a

normal fi;z;ry set in R Afrrzzy set that is not normal is called subnormal fuzzy set.



ø - Cut or a - level Cut

An ø - cut denoted by A" is the crisp set of element x in R whose degree of belonging to

thefuzzy set A is at least ø e [0,1]. This means Ao : {¡ e Xl p(x)} a,u e [0,1]].

The a - cut or ø - level set is the crisp set Ao that contains all elements of the universal set X

e R whose membership grades in A a¡e greater than or equal to the specified value of ø, a e

[0,1].

Support of a Fuzy Set

The support of a fuzn¡ set A is a set S(A) such that x e S(A) <+ ¡re(x) > 0. If ¡r^(x)) is

constant over S(A), then A is non-fuzzy.

Intersection of Fuzzv Sets

Intersection oftwo firzzy sets A and B is a fu2ry set C denoted by C = A rì B, whose

membership function is related to those of A and B by

l.(x)=MinIlo(x), ¡¿"(x)] V xeX

&.2 Algehnaic Spenatior¡s oxa Faezøy Sets

In addition to the set theoretic operations, we can also define a number of combinations

fuzzy sets and relate them to one another. Here we present some more important operations

among them. Algebraic product of trvo ñrzzy sets A and B, is A (.) B whose membership

function is



Pe.sft) = [ uo@)' t"(x)] v ¡ e X

Algebraic Sum of tr'¿o fu2ry sets A and B, is A ( + ) B

Ëo*"(¡) = [ ¡¡o(x) (+) ps(x) ] v x eX

provided 0 S po(x) (+) ps(¡) S t

t.3

The notion of convexity can be extended to fuzzy sets in such a way as to preserve many

of the properties that it has in case of crisp sets. ln what follows, we assume that X is the

n-dimensional space Rn. We have the following two definitions of convexity of a fuzzry sets.

Comvexity of Fwzzy Sets

x

whose membership fi.urction is

Convex Fuzzy Set

Afuzzy set A is convex if and only if the sets Ao: { x € X | ¡¿o(¡ ) I ø } for all ø e [0,1] is

a convex set.

The second definition of convexiry of a fvzzt set is as follows:

Afvzzy set A is said to be a convex set if

¡t(1a+(1-Â)*t ) I Min(¡¡(xr), p(x2)),X1,X2 GX, Â e [0,1] .

The definition of a fuzÃJ set leads us to the following definition of afvzzy number.



1.4 Wwzzy Arithrmetic

The first definition of a frvzy set allows us to extend various properties of crisp sets and

operations on crisp sets to their fuzzy counterparts.

Fvwy l{urnben

AFuzzy Number A is a fuzzy set on the real line R, that possesses the following properties:

(l). A is a normal, convex fuzzy set on R,

(2). the a -level set Ao is a closed interval for every a e l0,l], and

(3). the support of d S(A): {x lpe( x ) > 0 }, is bounded.

Fuzz¡ arithmetic is based on two properties of fuza numbers:

n Each fwzy set and thus, eachfuzzy number can be fully and uniquely represented

by its ø -level sets.

a -level sets of each fuzzy number are closed intervals of real numbers for all

ø e [0,1].

These properties enable us to define an arithmetic operation on frJzzly numbers in terms of

arithmetic operations on their ø -level sets. (i.e. arithmetic operations on closed intervals).

t.5 }-awøy Anithr¡rettc Based oxe openatåoms oxn Closed

ãmten¡raås.

Afuzz.y number can be characterized by an interval of confidence at level a,134,35], as

follows.

Ao : ¡ato), at")l



which has the property

alal -Aor cAa

Let A = [a, b] e R and B : [c, d] e R be two firzzy numbers then we define the arithmetic

operations on them as follows.

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication

Inverse of .4.

P¡rr¡r¡or, é
B

Minimum (Â)

Maximum ( V )

A+B=[a*c,b+d]

A-B= [a_4b-c]

A B: IMin (ac, ad, bc, bd), Max (ac, ad, bc, bd) ]

A-r : tMi"( +, {l,Ma,*( *, * r,

f, = rt*(+, *, *, *,,n0* (f, å, *, *,
A^B=[aÂc,b^ô.d]

AVB=[aVc,bVd]

Let A and B be two fuzzy numbers such that Ao = [ato), al')1 be the a - level set of A and Bo

: [bÍo), Ul')1 is the ø - level set of B.

Let * denote any of the a¡ithmetic operations *, -, ., /, A andv onfuzzy numbers.

Then, we define afuza set A * B in R, by defining its ø - Ievel sets (A * B)" as

(A o B)" : Ao * Bo for any ø e [0,1]

Since (A + B)o is a closed interval for each ø e [0,1] and A and B arefuzzynumbers,

A + B is also afuzzy number.

The multiplication of frizz¡ number A c R by an ordinary number k e R* is defined as

(ku A"): k (, ) Ao : Ik"Í'), k^9 ]



or equivalently, ¡roo(x) = l^(f) V x e R

Triangular

A triplet (a,

defined as

r
I

,no: f
I

t

Fvæy Number

b, c) is defined as a triangular fuzzy number (T.F.N.) if its membership function is

0 xca
x-a

E a< x<b
x- c b<x<c
D -c
0 x>c

Altematively [ 3 5 , pp. 26, 27 ], n terms of confidence at level ø we cha¡acterize

the T.F.N. (a1, a2, a3 ) as,

A(ø)= [("r- a1)a+&r, - @z-az)a+a3] v øe[0,1]

,A,ssociated Ordinary Nurnber

Let A¡ = (al, a'i2, ?ß ) be a triangular fuzzly number. Then, an associated ordinary number

(AoìÐ corresponding to A is a crisp number and is defined as folrows.

(AoN)r - a;t *22¡z* a¡z



Trapezoidal Fvøy Number

A triplet (4 b, c, d) is defined as a trapezoidal fu2ry number (Tr.F.N.) if its membership

fr¡nction is defined as

a
I 0 x<a
II x-a| 

- 
a< x<bI b-u

Pe1,¡:\ I b<xSc
I

| *-4 c<x<d
| '-d
t 0 x>d

Altematively, in terms of confidence at level ø we cha¡acterize

the Tr.F.N. (ay a2, a3, a4) as,

A(a)= l@r-a1)a+a,, (a3 -a+)a+a4] v ae [0,1]

t.6 Kaufn¡lamn¡ âmd Gupta Erron Amaåysüs with r'.F.N.

Appnoxåmrationn.

Using Kaufrnann and Gupta [32] notation, suppose we have a fuzø¡ number A whose

a - cut is given explicitly by

A(ø): [e(or), a(a*) ]

u¡here A(ar) = represents the ø - cut of left segment of the exactfrizzy number A.

A(ø*) : represents the a - cut of right segment of the exactfrszzy number A.

Suppose P, a T.F.N., is obtained as an approximation of the fu"zy number A, such that the

a - cut of P is given by



P(a): [e(ar), f(a*)]

wlrere P(ar) : represents the a - cut of left segment of the approximate fr¿zzy number P.

P(ø*) = represents the a - cut of right segment of the approximatefvza number P.

The left divergence e¡o is given by [35],

eu : A(ar¡ -P(ør).

The right divergence e - is given by [35],

e,.o : A(a*¡ -P(a*).

According to Kaufmann and Gupta [35],

If each of the right and left divergence is small, then P ca¡r be considered as a good

approximation of the fi.rzzy number A, and one can use P in place of A to obtain certain

interesting results.

Kaufrnann and Gupta [35] show that if the f,azzy number A is obtained as a result of

multiplication of two fuzzy numbers, then the maximum value of both eu and e- occurs ar

"=1.

4.7 R.a¡¡Ë<åmg of Wwzzy N¿¡mahens.

Fvzzy numbers are convenient for representing imprecise numerical quantities in a vague

environment, and for purpose of application their comparison or ranking is very important.

Also, ranking f.rzzy numbers is a fundamental problem of fuzzy decision making. Since fu2ry

numbers do not form a natural linear order (for example, real numbers form a natural linear

order), different comparison methods have been developed by various resea¡chers 17,17,35,

(1.6.1)

(r.6.2)



40]. Each of these methods has ir own advantages and disadvantages and it would be a hard

task to decide which one of them is the best. Despite many methods suggested in the literature

17, 17,35, 401there is no single measure which is, in case of fuza numbers, universally

applicable to a wide variety of situations. Below we give, briefly few methods of ranking fu2ry

numbers.

t0

Brief Description of the Ranking and Ordering Indices.

Let A¡ = (ar¡, azi, ãs¡) for i = 1,2,3, . . ., [, represent the triangular fuza numbers to be

ranked. Researchers in [7, 17,35,40] develop areal number as an (krdex), for each Ai as

the ordering value or ranking value of A¡. The (Index), is treated as afuzzy measure of A¡.

Ther¡ the frrzzy numbers are ranked according to the descending (or ascending) order of their

conesponding indices, and the fuzzy number with the largest index is considered as the most

preferred frrzzy number. Below we give some of the indices developed by various researchers.

1. Chang's Ranking Index (Komolananij [40])

( a-. -ar; ) ( êli *âzi +a3i )(Index), : ff for i= 1,2,. . .,n.

2. Chiu and Farl¡ R,anking Index (Chiu and park [17, 40] )

Let w¡, and w¡2 be the weights associated with the fuzzry number A¡ whose

ranking index has to be computed. Then,

(Index)t =
( ar¡ + ar, + ar, )w,, *wtzàz¡ for i= 1,2,. . .,n.



Chiu and Park F7] suggest that we let w,, = I and w¡, be between [ 0.1 and 0.3 ].

3. Kaufmann and Gupta Ranking Index (Kaufrnann and Gupta [34])

The Kaufmann and Gupta Ranking Method is a hierarchical test for which

il

Kaufrnann and Gupta [35] suggest the if we have certain firzzy numbers having the same

indices, then the ñrzzy number having the largest [a2¡] is the best altemative. If an index and

[a2¡] are the same for a set of fiuA numbers, then examine the range of [a1¡ -a3¡] . The

fuzzry number with the largest lari - asi] is chosen as the best altemative.

4. Fuzzy Weighted Methods @ortolan [7])

for i: 1,2,. . . ,n.

Let wil and w¡2 represent the weights associated with the fuzzy number whose ranking

index has to be computed. Then,

(Index), : ( u"+3' ) *" *w¡2Ír3¡

According to Botolan [6] wn and w¡z can be chosen âs w¡z : l, wit = 0.5.

t.E

In this sectior¡ we introduce and define a few terms u¡hich will be used in developing various

ideas in the thesis.

Net Fnesernt Va[n¡e

for i= 1,2,.. .,n.



Ðiscount Rate

Discount rate represents the opporrunity cost of money and is often selected as the after-tax

rate of retum on an altemative investment or the cost of bonowing money. In the sequel we

shall denote the discount rate by the symbol r .

Some other common terms for Discount Rate are lll,3L,47).

(a) Rate ofReturn,

(c) Actuarial Returru

(e) Investor's Metho{

t2

(g) Money -Weighted Rate of Return, (h) yield to Redemption.

Since the discount rate reflects the future value of money, it typically has two componenrs: an

adjustment for inflation, and a risk-adjusted return on the use of the money. Since market

forces typically incorporate inflation adjustments into investment retums and bonowing costs,

often the discount rate is keyed to a standa¡d reference rate.

(b) Marginal Efficiency of Capital,

(d) Interest Rate of Retum,

(Ð Yield per Unit Time,

1.9

Net F¡resent Value G{PÐ Formula

Suppose

Net Fresemt Valu¡e

(i) A¡ is the amount of money invested at the end of period j, j = 0,1,2,. . , n.

(ii) each Aj, j = 0,1,2,. . , D, is known in advance with a crisp value,

(iii) r is the rate of discount, which is same for every period j, j = l, 2,. . , r, and is known in

advancç with a crisp value.



The NPV in finance Í11,32,491 is given by the following formula:

NPV= -Ai' Ar * A'- +...+ An
(l +r) (l +r)u (1 +r)'

NPV compares the value of a dollar today versus the value of that same dollar in the future

after taking inflation and retum into account Kellison [38]. It is used to compare the value of

different investment alternatives, and is a valuable tool for decision-making.

Taking the rate of discount as different for different periods, Kellison [38, pp. 28] presents a

generalized form of (1.9.1) as follows.

l3

NPV:-Ao+ ,At + Az +...+
1t +r,) (l +r,)(l +rr)

where

(iv) 4,j = 0, 1, 2,. . .,nis as in(i) and (ii) above,

(r).:,j:l,2,...,nistherateofdiscountforperiodj,j=1,2,...,n,andislnownin

advance with a crisp value.

A method called 'Investment Appraisal' is used to evaluate the viability of a proposed project

by assessing the value of net cash flows that result from its implementation [2]. The future

growth and direction of any company is largely determined by how and where capital is

invested. As a result, it is generally recommended that financial appraisals be undertaken as

part of an overall management practice [13].

(1.e.1)

(1 +r,Xl +rr)...(l +rn)
An (r.e.2)



Benefits Associated with I{PV. The NPV has following benefits associated with its use.

(a) The NPV uses cash flows, and uses atl the cash flows of the project.

(other approaches [11, 13] ignore the cash flows beyond a certain date.)

(c) The NPV discou¡rts the cash flows properly - by the rate of retum on projects

with comparable risk. (Other approaches [1], 13] ignore the time value of money.)

t4

Assurnptions on which NPV is based. NPV is based on the following assumptions [10, 12].

(a) Cash flows a¡e known ( no risks taken) and are in constant value dollars (no inflation).

(c) Interest rates are known.

(d) Tæres are not included in calculations.

(e) Intangibles a¡e not considered.

(f) Funds are considered to exist at all times.

NFV Decision Making R.ules Under Crisp Environment

Rule 1. An investment is worth making if it has a positive Npv, because

if NPV > 0, the firm overall value will increase.

In this case accept all independent investnents having Npvs greater than 0.

R.ule 2. Investments with negative Npvs should be rejected because

if NPV < 0, the firm overall value will decrease.

In this case reject all independent investments having Npvs less than 0.

Rule 3' If NPV : 0, the firm overall value will not change if the new project is adopted.



In this case the investors are more or less indifferent about the project.

According to Brealey [0], NPV is the best way to evaluate capital budgeting projects.

r.10 Vaniouas Types of'R.isk amd Vanio¿¡s T'ypes of

lmvestons.
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Risk is defined as:

(a) The possibility that some invested funds will be lost through a decline in the value of an

investment.

þ) Degree of uncertainty of retum of asset.

Riskinvolves positive and negative consequences. Positive risl<s are called opportunities
and negative risl<s are called risks. Investment activities always gives rise to risk due to
uncertainly. Investors cannot predict exacþwhatwill happen or guarantee outcomes
with reasonable certainry [11].

Some synonymous terms used for risk in the corporate world a¡e:

(a) Uncertainty, þ) Exposure, (c) Variance, (d) Volatility

In investment the term 'risk' is generally used to mean the probability that the actual retum on

an investment will be somewhat different from the anticipated rehrm. The most common

method of measuring risk is to calculate the volatility of retums, and the common measure of

volatility is the standa¡d deviation of returns.

Risk Fnee Rate

Risk free rate is mathematically represented by the notation Rr. It is a theoretical interest

rate at which an investment capital may eÍrn interest without taking any risk whatsoever. This

notion is extensively used in capital asset pricing model and option pricing theory. Risk free



rate depends on two important factors:

(a) Premuim for delayed gratification, and (b) Inflation factor.

Market Risk

Market risk, mathematically represented by the notation R-, can be defined as the

exposure to adverse movements in ma¡ket prices or rates. It can be split into risk arising from

two different and distinct entities namely:

(a) Interest rates, and (b) Equity movements.

Ma¡ket risk functions are usually split along product and geographic lines, and the market risk

can be monitored on

a number of levels, including individual transaction, portfolio and the firm as a whole.

t6

Risk Fremium

Risk Premiurn, mathematically expressed as the difference between the return on a risþ

asset and a risk free asset with identical life spans, is defined as the additional expected retum

required to entice investors into providing funds for risþ investments rather than a safe one.

Mathematically, Risk Premium = [R- - Rr] .

Systernatic Risk

Systematic risk is the risk that is due to general market-wide factors, such as a severe

recession, or a natural disaster like an earthquake. This type of risk is also known as

unavoidable risk or nondversified ris( since no amount of diversification can reduce it. The



systematic risk principle states that the reward for bearing risk depends on the systematic risk

of an investment, and the expected returns on investments can rewa¡d investors for enduring

svstematic risks.

B, a Measure of Systematic Risk
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B is a measure of systematic risk and is the overall risk in investing in a large market and

company also has its own p. A company's B is that company's risk compared to the risk of the

overall ma¡ket. If a company, for example, has a p of 2.0, then this company is said to be 2

times riskier than the overall market. p times the market risk premium determines the

additional risk premium over risk free rate that is demanded by investors. p is assumed to be a

predictor of future market behavior. If for an investment p is negative, the tendenry of the

stock is to move in the opposite direction to that of the ma¡ket. B is calculated using historical

information of ma¡ket movements in relationship to the movements in the security or portfolio.

An investment with a B of I means it follows the market perfectly. B is generally estimated

from historical data and applied to a future period. If we assume that

n is the number of periods under consideration,

R. represents the actual retum through different periods i of time, i = 1,2,. . . , lt,

cov ßi, R-) is the covariance between the actual retum R. for period i and the market return

R., and

var (R-) is the variance of the ma¡ket retum R-,

then, É the measure of systematic risk, is given by



ô cov (R,,R-)
I)=-' var (R.)

Unsystematic Risk

Unsystematic risk is a function of the characteristics of the industry, the individual

company, and the type of investment interest. Also called the diversified rislq residual risk, or

company specific risk, this type of risk is unique to a company and usually is associated with

such events as a strike, the outcome of unfavorable litigation, or a natural catastrophe.

Unsystematic risk can easily be eliminated by constructing suitably large well-diversified

portfolios.

Diversifïcation and its Merits.

l8

Diversification is the process of dividing an investment among a variety of assets. It has

been proved and shown by Ross [48, 49] that diversification is fi,rndamental in reducing risk.

Risk is difficult to avoid no matter how an investor chooses to invest and investors are made

aware that they must take gfeater risks to achieve higher retums. Unsystematic risks can be

avoided by diversi$'ing among different companies rather that just investing in the sarne one.

Diversification across asset classes provides a cushion against ma¡ket tremors because each

asset class has different risks, rewards and tolerance to economic events. By selecting

investments from different asset classes, one can minimize risk. Diversification among

companies, industries and asset classes affords the investor the greatest protection against

volatility.

(1. l o.1)



Types of Investors

Investors can be classifr as having three types of risk preferences namely risk loving, risk

neutral and risk averse.

(Ð A risk loving investor strictly prefers a risþ investment opportunity to a riskless

opportunity.

(ii) A risk neutral investon is indifferent to the risk of an investment opportunity.

( i.e. a risk neutral investor is indifferent between a riskv investment and a riskless

investment opportunity. )

(iiÐ A risk averse investor strictly prefers a riskless investment opportunity to a risþ

opportunity.
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The Capital Asset Pricing Modet.

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) was developed in the mid -1960s by William

Sharp, John Lintrer and Jack Treynor [43, 54]. Applications of this model have found

acceptance in va¡ious of economic forecasting, applied finance as well as in actuarial sciences.

The CAPM describes the unique relationship that exists between risk and reward of an

investment, and asserts that rational investors can expect a retum for taking on systematic risk,

or the set of risks to which the entire identified market is subjected because that risk cannot be

completely eliminated tluough a diversification of holdings. Fama and F¡ench 123, Z7l

conclude that the CAPM does not hold empirically and should be disregarded entirely. They

claim that the CAPM is just a model that provides a convenient way of thinking about risks and

retums. It is not an economic law and, therefore, is subject to criticism. Despite years of



attempts to verify or refute the Capital Asset Pricing Model, there has been no consensus on its

legitimary. According to CAPlvf, the markeþlace compensates rational investors for taking

systematic ris( but not for taking unsystematic risk. Even after careft¡l diversificatio[ some

risk associated with the market as a whole will still remain, and cannot be neutralized through

diversification alone. CAPM is based on certain assumptions as stated below.

20

Assumptions underlying CAFM.

The CAPM is a ceteris panáus model. It is valid within the following set of assumptions

Itl,32, 44 l.

(a) Investors a¡e risk averse individuals.

(b) Investors have homogenous expectations þeliefs) about asset retums.

(c) Asset retums are distributed by the normal distribution.

(d) There exists a risk free asset and investo¡s may borrow or lend unlimited amounts

ofthis asset at a constant rate.

(e) There a¡e a definite number of assets and their quantities are fixed v/ithin the one

period world.

(Ð All assets are perfectly divisible and priced in a perfectly competitive market.

(g) Asset markets are frictionless and information is costless and simultaneouslv

available to all investors.

(h) There are no market imperfections such as taxes, regulations, or restrictions on

short selling.

(i) Everybody will hold a porrfolio of assets which is as diversified as possible.



(k) All investor are mean variance optimizers.

(l) All investors have the same expectations.

CAPM under Crisp Environment

Below, we now provide the CAPM under crisp environment. In Chapter 4, we extend it

under fuzzy environment.

Let
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n = the number of periods under consideratior¡

R = retum on an invesünent under the CAPIM.

Rr = risk-free rate of return,

F : the amount of systematic risk,

Rm : the ma¡ket retum on the investment, and

(R. - Rr ) = ma¡ket risk premium.

Then,

Total Risk = [SystematicRisk + Unsystematic Risk ]

According to Brealey [ 1], the retum on investment in the CAPM is given by,

R = ( Risk free interest rate ) +

l- nirt Premium needed to 
-l

[AmountofsystematicRisk] | compensate 
I

L unit of Systematic risk 
_J

: Rr * (p of the asset )[Expected return on the ma¡ket portfolio - Rr]

Therefore-



where B represents the amount of systematic risk, and is grven by

R:Rr +B (R. -R)

p= ÐL, ß'-Rr) (R.r -n.,)

The CAPM Return as Discount Rate

IL, ßr -no)'

Generally, the CAPM return is often used in the appraisal of capital investment by estimating a

P for a project and using the estimate in the CAPM to give a discount rate for use in the

calculation of net present value (NPV). The CAPM also offers a usefrrl, simple, and applicable

approach to investment appraisal in risþ environments.
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, i=1,2,...,n

l.Xl Sconing Models

Project selection models first introduced by Keeney and Raiffa [36,37] are based on

scoring or ranking attempt to broaden the base on which the selection of various decision

altematives takes place. This is not to say that they ignore questions of cost and profit, but

rather they seek to include other factors so ¿rs to get a wider perspective on the merits of a

decision altemative. These other factors are often chosen so as to reflect company strategies or

goals. Scoring models, first introduced by Keeney and Raiffa Í36,37 ], are based on an

analytical tool and often help to highlight the level of compatibility ttrat a project might have

with the firms overall strategic aims. The anal¡ical tool used enables one to explicitly rank

tangible and intangible factors, having certain degree of importance, against each other for the

purpose of resolving conflict or setting priorities. It is a multi-attribute modelling methodology,

that has helped va¡ious researchers to investigate successfi.rlly problems of multi-decision

modelling [3,31, 36,37,46, 60].

(1.10.2)

(l.10.3)



Weighted Scoring Model under Crisp Environment

The weighted scoring model under crisp environment, as stated by Keeney and Raiffa [36,37],

is st¿ted as follows.

suppose we have n decision altematives and m type of different criteria. Let

wi : the weight associated with the i-th criterion, i = l, 2, . . . ,m

s¡ = the score associated with i-th criterion and j-th decision altemative.
i:1,2,..., ñi j=1,2,...,n

sj : the total score associated with the j-th decision altemative, j = r,2,. . . , rì

then according to [52] the total score s¡, in the scoring model is given by

S::ILr*t.,¡ for j =1,2,...,n.

z5

This decision altemative selection model uses a scoring system l34, sglin which the designers

of the model are required to give i-th criterion a weight w¡. The weights, w¡ may be generated

by various techniques. One effective and widely used procedure for this purpose is the Delphi

technique [34, 59], however, any weighting which is considered to reflect accurately the

organization's priorities can be used. This weighting is chosen to reflect the importance of that

particular criterion from the point of view of management, or the importance of the criterion

with respect to achieving the company's strategic goals, and is usually allocated a value

belonging to the interval F, 100] depending upon the importance of the criterion. often, for

convenience, the interval [], 100] is also replaced by [], l0].

(1.11.1)



Net Fresent Value versus Scoring Models

Net Present Value is not a multi--criteria decision making tool and is not meant for multi

criteria decision making problems [, 18]. It is not suitable for projects that compete for the

s¿une resources. If we rank multi criteria decision according to their Net Present Values we do

not yield the right selection, because either the method ignores resource constraints or other

exogenor¡s factors. Weighted Scoring models are valuable decision making tools for evaluating

multi criteria decision projects.

24

1.n2

In the present thesis, we r¡se operations ¡esearch approach to model a number of

investment decision making problems in the field of finance and actua¡ial science under fr,vzy

environment. We also discuss the methods to obtain their solutions and interpretation to the

solutions.

Chapter I provides an introduction to the concepts of decision making and presenß the

motivations and the needs for a comprehensive methodology for analyzing investment decision

making. Chapter 2 deals with the literatue review of the related work done by other

researchers relevant to this research. NPV problem under fvzzy environment, is considered in

Chapter 3 a¡rd various special cases are discussed. Chapter 4 deals with the ñLzzy NpV

problem when the retum on investments is governed by the capital asset pricing model under

fu24' environment. Chapter 5 deals with the weighted scoring model under ñrzry environment

wittr an application to a bond selection problem. Finally, the conclusion and the discussion on

Onganization of the Tl¡esis



the contributions made by the thesis, along with some recommendations for further research.

are given in Chapter 6.
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The main objective of this chapter is to provide a literahue survey of the literature dealing with

Net Present value, capital Asset pricing Model and the weighted scoring Model.
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T,TTER,ATIIR,E SUR.NTE}'

2.1, Fwzzy Net Fnesent Value

Chapter 2

A number of capital budgeting problems in finance and actuarial science deal with future

and uncertain data that does not properly follow any probability distribution. To cope with this

uncertainty, fu2ry sets theory has been applied to the Net Present Value problem by treating

uncertain data as frvzy data.

Applyrng fuzzy techniques to cash flow analysis has been a subject of extensive study by a

numberof researchers [6, 14, 17,33,5g,59]. In 19g5, ward [5g] published apaper entitled,

"Discou¡rted fuzzy cash flow analysis", using the notion of fuzzy cash flow. This paper gave

rise to an enornous interest among researchers in Finance, Management Science and Actuarial

Science ([for example, see [6]). There has also been some interest in applyrng firzzy logic and

artificial neural networks, to Net Present Value. Ward [58, 59] discussed using fu24,

composition to estimate NPV after specifying the membership functions for future cash flows.

In a subsequent article, Chui and Park [17] work in a broader framework and consider general

accumulation and discount models characterized by their properties rather than specific

fimctions. They derive the necessary and suffcient conditions for the future and present values

onfuay intervals. Further, Buckley F4] presents the natural extension of the accumulation



and discount models to the cash flow case, with a different discount rate. Buckley [14] uses

fuzzy algebra in cash flow analysis.

Bojadziev and Bojadziev [6] demonstate a number of potential applications of fuz.zy

techniques in finance. Fuzzy zero-based budgeting is implemented to construct a conservative

or an optimistic budget. The authors use a f,azzy interest rate and fu2ry cash amounts and

apply the standard arithmetic of frazø¡ numbers. Further, they derive frrzzy future and present

values andfuzzy annuities under afi:za number of interest periods. The effort of Karsak [33]

is an illustration of how successftrlly fu2ry set theory can be applied to decision making.
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2.2 Fwzzy Capital Asset Fnicing Model.

In 1990, Sharpe's role in developing the Capital Asset Pricing Model was recognized by

the Nobel Prize committee [54]. Ross [49, 50] presents the various elements of the Capital

Asset Pricing Model within a unified framework and summa¡izes a vast body of literatu¡e that

has grown steadily over the years. Paper by Chui and Park [7] on cash flow analysis includes

some level of fizziness in the discount rates in calculating the present worth of an investment.

In spite of the considerable effort made by Chui and Park [17] to fuzzify the discount rates, no

dominating th"ory or conclusive empirical evidence emerged to give a satisfactory result. Quite

often the models suggested contain contadictory elements and suggestions, and the method

appear to be weaþ ambiguous and confusing. This may be partly due to the fact that the

determinants of the discount rates are not obvious. The va¡iables that determine the discount

rates may vary significantly depending on the type of model used. In Chapter 4 we present a

fuzzy version of the capital asset pricing model to obtain the fuzzy retuÍL and then use the



.fvzzy retum as frJzzy discount rate to evaluate fuzzy net present value in a net present value

problem. Also, we provide a numerical example to demonstrate the use of fuzzy retum,

obtained from fi.rzzy capital asset pricing model, as the discount rate in obtaining the fuzzy net

present value.
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2.3

Various methods are cited in the literature to solve multicriteria selection problems under

crisp environment (for example see, [4, 20]). Most of the those methods make no provision for

the inclusion of uncertain, vague and imprecise data in the model. The weighted scoring model

is a multi-objective decision making tool which was introduced by Keeney and Raiffa 136,371

as a selection technique process to overcome the common inconsistency in human judgment. It

is considered as a powefirl decision making tool in many disciplines, and is a promising and

important field of study in the early 1970's. A classical crisp weighted scoring model, as

introduced by Keeney and Raiffa [36,37]is stated as follows.

Suppose we have n decision altematives and m criteria such that the m criteria are used on

each ofthe n projects.

V/e take

Wwzzy Weigleted ScorËng lVlodels.

s¡ = the score associated with the i-th criterion and j-th decision altemative,

:Tr2r...rnrand

wi = the weight ofthe i-th criterion, i:1,2,. . . , m,

such that s¡ , the total weighted score of the j -th decision altemative, j = | , 2,. . , il, is given



by

S¡ : fï, w¡s¡

The process of deriving weights is fundament¿l to the effectiveness of the model's application.

As already stated in Section 1.11, the weights w¡ ma] be generated by various techniques.

One effective and widely used procedure for this purpose is the Delphi technique 134, 5g!,

however, any weighting which is considered to reflect accurately the organization's priorities

can be used. A weighted scoring model allows the relative importance of the criteria to be

modelled. The degree to which a criterion satisfies the relevant goal is modelled and the scores

a¡e then summed- More prefened decision altematives score higher on the scale, and less

preferred decision altematives score lower. In practice, scales extending from I to 100 a¡e

often used, where I represents a real or hypothetical least preferred decision altematives, and

100 is associated with a real or hypothetical most preferred decision altematives. Often, for

convenience, scales belonging to the interval [,10] a¡e also used. The most common way to

combine scores on criteri4 and relevant weights between criteri4 is to calculate a simple

weighted average of scores. Use of such weighted averages depends on the assumption of

mutual independence of preferences. This means that the judged strength of preference for a

decision altemative on one criterion will be independent of its judged strength of preference on

another. Conshaints can also be modelled into this procedure to give the constrained weighted

scoring model. Using a variety of techniques, certain type of fuzay decision making problems

have been studied by Kaufrnann and Gupta 134,35 f, zadeh[63], and Zimmermann [64, 65].

j=\,2,...,n.
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2.4 Surnrnary of the Thesis

The research and the results conducted in this thesis are contained in Chapter 3 - 5.

summa¡ize them as follows:

Chapter 3 Fuzy Net F¡resent Value.

30

kr this chapter, we compute the net present value under a variety of scena¡ios

incorporating uncertainty in almost all of the parameters involved. We fvzÃfy the selection

criteria for net present value under independent and mutually exclusive projects. This extends

the results proved by Kaufinann and Gupta [34, 35]. The advantage of using frrz;;y

mathematics in the model is that it gives decision-maker flexibility and quantifies the

uncertainty involved in the problem.

Chapter 4 Fuæy Net Frcsent Value with Risk Discount Rate.

In the present chapter under a variety of assumptions, we compute both the frJzzy

systematic risk and fuzzy retum using the CAPM. Furthermore, we suggest steps to use the

fu2ry retum, obtained using the CAPM as the frrzzy discount rate in the NPV problem under

a variety of assumptions. Also, we consider a numerical example and compare F¡.{pV so

obtained with the associated ordinary net present value (AONPV) and observe that the results

obtained using fuzzy assumptions on va¡ious parameters involved in the CAPM give highly

flexible results.



Chapter 5 Fuøy Weighted Scoring Models

kr this chapter, we consider the weighted scoring model of Keeney and Raiffa 136, 371

under frrzzy environment and apply it to a bonds selection problem.

Ctrapter6 Conclusion,ContributionandRecommendations.
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kr this chapter, we present the contributions made in the thesis, conclusion along with

some recontmendations for further research on the problems considered in the dissertation.



NET PR.ESEF{T VAT,TIE [INI}ER. FTSZ,,ZV
EF¡-\TTRONMENT

In the present chapter, we consider the Net Present Value problem under fr¿zzy

environment. We reformulate the Net Present Value problen¡ as discussed by Kaufinann and

G.rpta [34], under fi.r2ry environment by implementing fuzziness in the parameters. Triangular

fuz4y numbers are assumed for the parameters though other forms of fuza numbers could

also be considered. We develop formulas to compute the Net Present Value of a¡r investment

under fu2ry environment. Further, we provide numerical examples in order to exhibit the

salient points in the model.
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Chapter 3

3.X lntn"oduc'tio¡r.

Fttzzy Discounted Cash flow analysis has been the subject of study of Kaufinann and Gupta

[34]. h this chapter we extend Fuzzy Net Present Value (FNPV) problem using some of the

concepts laid down by Kaufmann and Gupta [34].

3.2 NeÉ Fresexnt Value {Jmder Wazøw Ðata

We assume that each A¡, the fazzy net investment made at the end of period j, is represented

by a triangular fuzzy number.

4 =(aj,, a¡z,a¡t) j=0, 1,2,....,î

whose a - cut is given by



4(o) = [a¡, + @ir- a¡) a , aþ - (aj3 - a¡r) a)

=(P¡(ø), Q¡(a)) j =0, 1, 2,....,î

where,P.¡(a)=a¡1 +(a¡z -a¡r)a, Q¡(ø)=ajs -(aj3 - ai2)a, 0<a< l, j = 0,1,2,.. ,n

Let r. represent the fu2ry discount rates for j : O,1,2,. . . , n

such that each r¡ is represented by a triangular fuz4y number

r, : (r¡r, r¡z, r¡r) j = 0, l, 2,. . . ,\
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whose ø -cut is given by

r¡(a): [r¡, +(r¡z -r3r) a, rj3 -(r¡, -r¡r) øl 0< ø< I

Let us use the notation

P¡(ø):r¡1 +(r¡z -r¡,)ø 0<a< I

and

g¡(a) : r¡3 - (r.¡s - r¡) a

then we have

r¡(a):(n¡(a), a.¡(ø)) o<ø< I

and I =[- t I I
I orj(ø) L I eo¡(ø))' I on¡(ø) J

0<a< I



3.3 Theonexm 3.1

Let

l. Ai =[P.¡(ø),Q¡(ø)l 0< ø< I j=0,I,2,...,n bethefisz.rynetinvestmentmadeatthe

end of period j, and

2. R(ø)= [R¡(ø),A¡(a)J 0< a < 1 j=0,1,2,...,n bethefuzzyretumsovertheperiodj

ther¡ the fuza¡ netpresent value (FNPV) is given by.
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FNpv(a) =[-es(a), -po(o)] e) [ffi, ffi ] r.l

PR.OOF

rn frJzzy notation , the net present value formul a (1.9.2) can be rewritten as

(+)...(+)

Using this relationship for fuzzy numbers

=[ t r I
[ + R(a)] L t *e¡(ø)' I +p,(ø) I

,,*,f- er(o),er(o)) I' 
L (t(+Xþr(a), qr (ø)l)X, Xl(+Xþz("), qz(a)l)) I

(l(+Xlp, (a), qr (ø)l))...(l (+)([p,(a), q,(ø)]))
(P,(a),Q"(ø))

0< a < I (3.3.2)



(Pn(ø),Qn(o))_[ e"tot a"(") 
-l 

0<a<][ + R(a)] L t * c¡(ø)' [1 +pr(ø) 
_J

and -(Pn(ø),Q"(a))= (*Qn(ø), -Pn(a)) 0S aSl

Using (3.3.2 ), (3.3.3) and (3.3.a) we obtain the result.
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3.4 Special Cases

kr Table 3.1 below we provide a srmrmary of the different combinations that are possible in

Theorem 3.1

J¿þls J.l;$rrmmary of the different combinations that are possible in Theorem 3.1

Cases

I

Initial Investment

2
a
J

4

Fuz.zy

5

Fuzzy

6

Fuzzy

(3.3.3)

(3.3.4)

7

Fuzzy

Futurc Earnings

Fuzzy and Unequal

8

Crisp

Fuzzy and Unequal

9

Crisp

Fvzzy and Equal

Crisp

Fruzy and Equal

Crisp

Crisp

Fuzzy and Equal

3.5 þerñvætüom of'Sorme of the Specüaå Cases

CASE 1. h (3.3.1) when

A3(a)=(P¡(a), Q¡(ø)) 0.osl V j = 0,1,2,. . ., nthenitreducesto,

Iliscount R,ate

Fuzay and Equal

Fuz.zy and Unequal

Fuzzy and Unequal

Fuzzy and Equal

Fuzzy and Unequal

Fvzzy and Unequal

Fuzø¡ and Equal

Fvzzy and Equal

Crisp

Fuzzy and Unequal

Fuzzy and Unequal

Fvzzy and Equal

Crisp



FNpv(ø) : r-Q6(a), -po(o)l c) [Tif¿r, ffi ] u,

[ ,,, , , .=r, QnÍoìo r,' , .- I (3.5.1)
L [l+qr (a)]F+qz(a)1...[l+qn(a¡].' [t+p,@ I

This is the case when the capital invesÍnen! expected eamings and discount rate are all fuz;ly

and different.
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CASE 2. h (3.3.1 ) when

A¡(a)=(P¡(a), Q.¡(ø))0<ø<l V j=0, 1,2,...,n

and rj(ø) = b¡(a), o¡(ø))

= (p(a), q(ø))

:r(a) 0SaSl Vj=0,1,2,...,n

then it reduces to

FMV(ø) = [-eo(a), -po(ø)] (.) [*#, ffi ] c.l

tffi'ffi]r*rq*¡

This is the case when the capital investment and expected eamings a¡e all fuzzy and different.

The discount rate being fwzy ndidentical throughout the life of the invesÍnent.

I pn(øl Qn(a) I
L [t + q(ø)]n. ' [1 + p(ø)]n J

(3.s.2)



CASE 3. kr (3.3.1 ) wtren

A¡ (a):(P¡(ø), Q.¡(a)) 0<ø<l V j= 0,1,2,...,n

and " r " the retum being non-fi,rzzy and equal throughout the life of the investment

then it reduces to,

FNPV(a) = [-Qs(a), -P6(a)] (+)

I lr (") Qr (a) I .'*..,
L 1+r' l+r l'''

JI

Pz@)

[1 + r]2
- Qz("ì lr*1 r+\ [ P,(ø) Q,(") I' F;FJ\ri' ''\-/ LTi-æ:'Tiff-.1

Case 4. h (3.3.1 ) when we take the discount rate rj , j = 1,2,

non-fuzzy, and obtain

FNPV(ø) = [-Qs(a), -po(a)] f+¡ [lr {a) Ql (ø) I .,'
¡ '*Ç'ffij t-'',

CA.SE 5.Iri (3.3.1) whenA¡(ø) = A¡ V j = 0,1,2,. ., n andnonfuzzybutthe

discount rate is fuzzy nd equal throughout the life of the investment

then it reduces to,

[ ,= 
ttç?ì ,. ,= ,Q?Í3) = lr*1. . .,*)[ [l+r1][+rr]' [+r,][+r2] l'"/' '\¡

l- Pn(ø)

L fl+rJJ+t"l'

, n to be different but

(3.s.3)

Qn(a)
[+r1]...¡t+rnJ

(3.s.4)



FNpV(ø)=[-A0,-Ao] (+)[,,ot,.,, ot -l 
(*,

l_ l+q1(a)' t +pt(o) j'''

l+,+--l,*,(+)
I tt *0,(ø)1[l +q2(û)] ' [t +p,(ø)][l *pr(o)] J'''

[a"e"l
L [1+q,(a)][+qr(ø)]. . .Il+q,(ø)]. ' It+p, (a)][t+pr(ø)]. . .Il+p.(")] J
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CASE6.h(3.3.1 )wetakethediscountrater¡,j= l, Z,...,ntobeequaland fwzy,md

4 , j = 0,1,,2,. . ., n different and nonfrJzzy, we obtain

4 (ø)=A¡ V j=0,1,2,...,n

FNPV(a)=[-Ao,-Ao] (+) tç{kd, ffi]r.l

Case 7. When in(3.3.1 ) wetakethe discountrate r¡ , j = l, Z,...,ntobe different

but non-fi.r2ry, and 4, j = 0, l, z, . . .,n different and non frrzzy,we obtain the result.

t#'#]u'(+)
IenAn-l
L [t +0,(a)Jn.'[l +p,(o)]" J

(3. s.5 )

Case 8. TVhen in (3.3.1) we take the discount rate r¡ , j = l, 2, . . . ,n to be different

andruzø¡, and 4, j = 0, l, 2, . ..,îdifferent but non-fu2ry, we obtain the result given

in Kaufrnann and Gupta [35].

(3.s.6)



Case 9. When in (3.3.1) we t¿ke the discount rate r¡ , j = l, 2, . . . ,n to be crisp values

and all Aj, j = 0,1,2,. .., n to be crisp values, we obtain ttre result given in Kellison [36].

3.6 l{umenical Exampne

We now consider numerical examples

Numerical computation along with their

discussed.
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Case L. In this case all of the investment capital, future eamings and the discount rates are

fuzz.y and unequal.

Let

11 = (8 , 10 , 13 ) in percent

12: (9 ,12 ,15 ) in percent

13 : (7 ,l0 ,12 ) in percent

For 0<ø<l,weobtain

to illustrate some of the various cases considered above

corresponding graph are provided for each case

11(ø) = (0.08 + 0.02 ø, 0.13 - 0.03 ø)

r2(a) = (0.09 + 0.03a, 0.15 - 0.03ø)

r3(a): (0.07 + 0.03a, O.tZ 4.02ø)

Let

A6 = (1000,2000,3000)

A1 : (2000, 3000,4000)



A2 = (1000,2000,2500)

A3 = (1000, 1500,2000)

Ao (ø): (1000 + 1000ø , 3000 -1000ø)

Ar (ø): (2000 + 1000ø, 4000 -1000a)

Az (a): (1000 + 1000ø, 2500 - 500a)

A¡ (a): (1000 + 500ø,2000 -500ø)
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Plugging these values in (3.5.1), for 0 < a < I we obtain,

FNPV(ø)=[_3000+l000a,_l000_1000ø]c-'[#ffi,ffi]<*¡

| 1000 r 500a I

| [.13 - 0.03ø][.15 - 0.03ø][.12 - 0.02a] ' It-| 2000 - 500a I

L [1.08 + 0.02a][1.09 + 0.03ø][1.07 + 0.03a1 |

Below we now give detailed numerical computations for values of 0 < a < l.



Table 3.2. Computation of FNPV Casel

c FNPVI(a)

0

0.1

226.5

0.2

0.3

540.8

FNPVn(a)

857. I

0.4

4l

1175.2

0.5

64t5.2

1495.3

0.6

6112.8

1817.3

0.7

s8l 1.9

214r.3

0.8

5512.5

2467.3

0.9

5214.6

2795.3

1.0

4918.2

3125.4

4623.2

3457.5

4329.7

The graph corresponding to Table 3.2 is as follows. It may be observed that the graph may not
necessarily be a

triangular.

4037.6

3746.8

3457.5

I

0.8

0

0.4

0.

1000 2000 3000 _ 4000 5000 6000 7000x

F'ig 3.1: Fuzzy Net Frcsent Value Casel



Case 2. In this case all the investment capital, futu¡e earnings and the discount rate are f,rzry

rrowever, the discount rates a¡e equal throughout the term of the investments.

11 = (8 , 10, 13 ) in per cent

r1(ø) = (0.08 + 0.02 a,0.13 - 0.03 a)

A6 : (1000,2000,3000)

A1 = (2000,3000,4000)

A2 = (1000,2000,2500)

A3 = (1000, 1500,2000)

Ao (ø): (1000 + 1000ø, 3000 -1000a)

Ar (ø): (2000 + 1000ø,4000 -1000ø)

Az (a): (1000 + 1000a, 2500 - 500ø)

A¡ (a): (1000 + 500ø, 2000 -500ø)

Plugging these values in (3.5.2), for 0 < ¿ < 1 we obtain,

FNPV(a)=[_3000+1000ø,-l000_l000ølel[ffi,ff;ffi]r*l

I looo + toooa 25oo - 5ooa l¡-'1
L [.13 - 0.03ø]2 ' [1.08 + 0.02d]2 J',' ',

I rooo + sooa 2ooo - 5ooa I
L [1.13 - 0.03ø]3 ' [1.08 + 0 02a]3 J
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Below we nov/ give detailed numerical computations for values of 0 < a < l.



Table 3.3. Computation of FNPV Case 2

(t

0

FNPV¡(a)

0.1

247.1

0.2

0.3

562.9

FNFV¡(a)

881.8

0.4

+J

t202.6

0.5

&34.7

1525.5

0.6

6136.6

1850.4

0.7

s839.6

2177.5

0.8

5543.9

2506.7

0.9

5249.4

2838.0

1.0

4956.1

317T.5

4664.0

3507. I

The graph conesponding to Table 3.3 is as follows. It may be observed that the graph may not

necessarily be a triangular.

4373.0

4083.2

3794.6

3507.1

I

0.8

0.

0

0

1000 2000 3000 x 4000 5000 6000 7000

Fig 3.2: Furey ["{et Fnesent Value Case 2



Case 3. In this case we take all of the investment capital and future eamings fuzzy and

unequal. However, the discount rates are crisp and equal tkough the life of the invesûnent.

r = l0 in percent

A¡ = (1000, 2000, 3000)

A¡ = (2000,3000,4000)

A2 : (1000, 2000, 2500)

A3 : (1000, 1500,2000)

Ao (ø) = (1000 + 1000a , 3000 -1000a)

At (ø): (2000 + 1000ø, 4000 -1000ø)

Az (a): (1000 + 1000ø, 2500 - 500ø)

A. (a) = (1000 + 500a,2000 -500a)

Plugging these values in (3.5.3), for 0 < ¿ < I we obtai¡¡,
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FNPV(ø)=[-3o00+1000ø,_1000_l000a](-)[W'W]c->

Below we now give detailed numerical computations for values of 0 < a < r.

I tooo + toooo 2500 - 500ø l¡*., I looo + sooo 2000 - 50oa IL (Ltf-EJ'-'L1Ïfi'El



Table 3.4: Computation of FNPV Case 3

c

0

F'NPV¡(ø)

0.1

0.2

395.9

707.1

0.3

45

trNPVn(ø)

1018.2

0.4

T329.3

0.5

6205.1

1640.4

0.6

5935.3

1951.5

0.7

5665.5

2262.7

0.8

5395.7

2573.8

0.9

5725.9

2884.9

1.0

4856. I

3196.0

4586.3

The graph corresponding to Table 3.4 is as follows. It may be observed that the graph may not

necessarily be a triangular.

3507.r

43t6.5

4046.7

3776.9

3s07. I

0.

0.

0.4

0

0 looo 2oÐo 3000 x 4000 5000 6000 7000

Fig 3.3: Fuøy Net Fneser¡t Value Case 3



Case 4. h this c¿ìse we have all of ttre investment capital, future eamings and the discount

rates a¡e fu2ry and unequal th,roughout the life of the investnent. However, each discount rate,

though fvzzy, is transformed to a crisp associated ordinary numbers (AOìÐ. An AON for

Ai = (a¡, bi, c¡) is defined as (AON)i - a; + 2þi + ci . From Casel, where we have/'4

discot¡nted rates as r1 = (8 , l0 , 13 ) in percent,

12 = (9 ,12 ,15 ) in percent, and 13 : (7 , 10 , 12 ) in percent, we obtain the discount rates in

terms of AON's as

rr : 10.25 in per Cênt, 12 = l) in per cent, 13 :9.75 in per cent.

A6: (1000,2000,3000)

A1 : (2000, 3000,4000)

A2 : (1000,2000,2500)

A3 : (1000, 1500,2000)

Ao (a): (1000 + 1000a, 3000 -1000c)

Ar (ø): (2000 + 1000ø, 4000 -1000ø)

Az (a): (1000 + 1000a, 2500 - 500ø)

A¡ (ø): (1000 + 500a, 2000 -500a)
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Plugging these values in (3.5.4), for 0 < ø < I we obtain,

FNPV(ø):[_3000+l000a,_1000_l000a](-l[lffi'ffi]c-l

I looo+loooa 25oo-5oo¿ l¡*1
L (1.1025Xr.r2)', (l.l02sxl.l2) J.''

I tooo + 5ooaL@' (1.1025X1.12X1.0e75)



Below we now give detailed numerical computations for values of 0 < ø s l.

Table 3.5. Computation of FNPV Case 4

c

0

FNFV¡(a)

0.1

47

0.2

361.8

0.3

670.4

FNPVn(ø)

0.4

979.0

1287.6

0.5

6128.5

1596. I

0.6

5860.5

7904.7

0.7

5592.4

2213.3

0.8

5324.3

2527.9

0.9

50s6.2

2830.5

1.0

4788.1

The graph corresponding to Table 3.5 is as follows. It may be observed that the graph may not

necessarily be a triangular.

3139.1

4520.0

3447.6

4251.9

3983.8

3715.7

3447.6

1000

Fig 3.4:

2000 3000 x 4000 5000 6000 7000

Fuzzy Net Fresent Value Case 4



3.7 Conclusion¡

In this we derive a formula to compute frizzy net present value making various

assumptions on the investment capital, future earnings and the interest rates at the end of

period j, j:0,1,2,. . , n. A number of special cases are deduced from the main formula and

few numerical examples a¡e considered to demonstrate the use of the main formula. Fuzzy net

present value evaluations are only as good as the estimates of the parameters used to calculate

them. Clearly, inaccurate estimates could show un¡ealistic results. We believe that filzz,y sets

theory is a positive addition to NPV computation. Numerical results for rest of the cases can be

discussed on similar lines.
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In the present chapter we consider the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPNf), in which all

parameters involved are assumed to be frJzz:y, and compute the fr:z.zy retum. We then use the

fi'rzzry retum as a discorurt rate in the net present value (NPV) problem and compute the fu24,

net present value (FNPV). Numerical example is provided to exhibit the use of the results

developed in the chapter.

Chapten 4

W\J7,7,V I\ET' PR.ESENT VAT_,{IE WTT'H

FUSZ,T,V R.TSK ÐTSCOIINT R.ATE
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4.X Intnoduction

CAPM is often used by investo¡s for making important investrnent decisions and is

probably one of the most well known of all finurcial models available. Based on the accepted

crisp theory that the higher the risk associated with an investment the higher is the required

returr¡, the model shows the relationship that exists between expected risk and e>rpected return

on an investnent. In a world of uncertainty, financial investments should on average, offer a

retum that is high enough to compensate investors for the level of risk that they bear. One of

the main insights of modem capital market theory is that investors need only be compensated

for the portion of risk that cannot be diversified by the market as a whole Íll, 23, 271. The

main objective of this chapter is to show that by introducing fi.rzziness in the parameters of the

CAPM we arrive at the return in the form of afuzzy number which is relatively more flexible

than the one obtained under the crisp environment. We furttrer exhibit the use of the fu2ry

retum as a fr:zzy discount rate to compute the FNPV of an investment under fuz¡liÌ

environment.



4.2 computation of f, the Systematic R.isk {Jnder crisp
and Fuzzy Environment.

Crisp Environment

In Chapter l, we stated that the CAPM retum under crisp

given by

R= Rr +É(R--RÐ.
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where p represents the amount of systematic rish and is computed by using

B= L, ß' - R') (Rr -n.¡)

where,

IL, ß' -Ro)'

n : the number of periods under consideration,

R: retum on investment under CAPM.

environment for the period i is

R. : rêpresents the actual retum on investment under CAPM during period i,
i=1,2,. , fl,

Rr = risk-free rate of retum

R¡ : risk-free rate of retum for the period i, i : l, Z, . . . ,î,

p : the amount of systematic risk,

Rm = represent the market retum on the investrnent. and

R-i : representthemarketretumontheinvestmentduringperiodi, i: l, 2,...,fl,

ild (Ru -Rn). = Marketriskpremium, i= l, 2,. . .,î.

(4.2.r)

(4.2.2)



CAPM under Fuzzy Environment

We now write the fuzzy analogue of (4.2.1) as follows.

R(furzy) = Rr(fuzry) + þ(furry) lR^(fuzzy)-Rr(fuzzy)l

v¡hose ø -cut is
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R(a) = Rr (a) + þ (a) ( R.(a)- Rr(¿)),

where, B (ø) is computed by using the following fuzø.y analogue

ß(n\ - XL' tR¡(a) - Rr(ø)l tR;(ø) - R.r(ø)l
r \-/ El, Ro(") - R;(")l'

of B in (4.2.2).

kr the present thesis, we work on the fuzzy CAPM

Ri and R . a¡e T.F.N.'s as follows.

Rr: ( r¡, r¡2, rg)

so that

Rr(ø) = [tn * (rp -r¡)ø, ro + (r¡2 - tt )o]

and

(4.2.3)

Ri : ( r¡1, r¡2, to )

so that

(4.2.4)

(4.2.3) under the assumption that R¡

Ri (ø) : [t,, + (r,, - r,, )a,

n,: [Ð1, åt, Ð1, #,
;f-.llti : Lr¡t' tit, fo 

J

i=1,2,...,n

(4.2.s)

rß + (rD - r,r)ø ]

5.n ri¡ lé*d'F| n J

0<a<1.

(4.2.6)

(4.2.7)

(4.2.8)

(4.2.e)



uihere, i,, : XL, åL, i,, : ÐL, *, i,, = ÐL,

n,{a): [r,, + Gi, -i,,)o,i,, + G¡, - i.r)a].

Also,

R.¡: (r.il , r.¡2, r.g) i= 1,2,. . , Il

so that

Ru(a) : [rr, + (r.iz - r,o,, )a, r.¡¡ * (r.i, - rrr)ø ]

Now, R.,: [fL,*, Ð1, *, >1, +]
r-1

= Lr.t' f.z' f* 
J

so that

Ru(a): [i-, + G,'z -i.,)ø, T* * G- -i*)a]

From (4.2.5) we have

þ(a) = Ð1, tt9) --l¡(3)1 tl-.r(ø), 
-n.'(a)lr \-/ 

ÐL, tR*(") - Rr(")l'

: fL@I
D(")
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f¡g
n (4.2.r0)

(4.2.rr)

for i:1,2, .

where N(a) : ÐL, ß'(o)-R¡(")l [R.i(o)-Ru(o)] : |,i,e'1o¡ B,i(ø)

(4.2.12)

'rì

and A¡(ø): [R¡(ø) -R¡(a)], B^i(ø): [R-i(a) -Ru(o)],

Now

Ai(ø)=[R¡(ø)-Rr(")]

D(ø) : XL, [e''t(")]t

(4.2.r3)

: [t,, +(r¡z-r,,)ø, ri¡*(riz -rrr)a]-[t,, +Giz-r,,)ø,

(4.2.14)

(4.2.1s)



= [P,, * þ,, -prr)a, p,, + þi, -p,r)ø]

where, pil = tir -li¡, pi2 = f ,2-1i2, and pis : ri¡ -iil

Similarly, we have

Bu(ø)=[R.i(ø)-R,'¡(ø)]
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where,

: [Q.,, + (g.', - er, )o, qr, * (g,',, - a.,, )ø ]

9il : f-il -itr, f-ir = f-i, -i-i, a¡rd 9-,¡

Therefore, using (4.2.16) and (4.2.18),we have

N(a) = Ii,e'1o¡ B.¡(ø)

: Ð1, [P,, * b,, -P,,)o, Pi, + G,, -p,r)ø]

I [q.,, * (er, - gr, )a, q,i¡ * (e.,, - g.,r)a ]

t-
I

I

-t-l

I

I

L

Using (4.

(4.2.16)

(4.2.17)

XL, þ,, Q*, * {p,, (e.,, - gr, ) * qr, þ,, - R,, )}a
+(p,, - p,, )(g.,, - g.,, )a2),

Ii,bor'* * {P,r(9r, - Q.,r) * 9.,rþ,, - p,r)}a

+Gi, -p,r)(Qr, - q_ß)ø2)

D(a):ÐL,tgr(")lt = ÐL,[e.,, *(Qr, -Q-,,)o, e-i¡ +(9r, -t',r)o]'

r .^ -r .^
NJ MJ

2.18), wehave

(4.2.18)

(4.2.1e)

=IL,[q-,, *(Qr, -Q.,,)o, Qu: *(Q.,, -q',.)o]

I [q.,, * (Q.,, - gr, )o, qr, * (Q.,, - e-,r)a ]

(4.2.20)



_l Ii, {{or, )' +2 Q ., (Q.,, - e.,, )ø + (Q-i, - 9-,, )'a'),
-l srn ('
I IL, ((o.,r)' * 2 9-,, (Qr, - 9-,r)o * (9.,, - e^r)2a2

Using (4.2.20) and @.2.21) n (4.2.5), we obtain B(ø).

In (4.2.3), if we take R¡ (furry) and R^(fuzzy) as triangul ar fuza numbers (T.F.N. 's), we get

R(fut"y) : R¡(ZF$ + þ (fuzzy) (R.(rrr9-Rr(rFÐ) (4.2.22)

Furthermore, n (4.2.22), if we approximate þ (fuzzy) also by another T.F.N., Bp¡ say, then

(4.2.22) becomes
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R(fuzzy) = R¡ (78V) + É1¡r.¡ (R-(f¡¡D- Rr(rF7Ð)

Note that n þ(fut"y), the fuz.zy systematic risk in (4.2.3), associated with É(ø) in equation

(4.2.4) and (4.2.5), is represented by a fuz4r number (obtained by using (4.2.20) and (4.Z.Zt)

in (4.2.15) having a non-zero curvature and a curvilinear membership function. It may be

observed that T.F.N . n (4.2.23) can only approximate þ(fuzzy). However, this approximation

of B(fuzzy) by a T.F.N. can sometimes be quite poor and may lead to erroneous results when

applied to certain financial or engineering problems. Therefore, as suggested by Kaufrnarul and

Gupta [35], it is important to perform error analysis on a fu2ry number approximation. This

means that in (4.2.22), þ(furzy) can be approximated by a triangular fuzz.r1 number provided

the left and right divergences of the triangular fuzzry number relative to the curvilinear fuzzy

number are small. Kaufrnann and Gupta [34,35) demonstrate that if the above criteria are not

satisfied, the approximated firzry number cannot be considered as a good and legitimate

approximation. Therefore, the equation (4.2.23) is acceptable only if the error analysis reveals

that the 'error' and the 'percentage error' are small.

,l (4.2.2r)

(4.2.23\



4.3 Use of R.(/øzzy) as Ïliscoumt R.ate im NeÉ Fresent

Value Fnoblem.

Stepl. Consider R(furry) : R¡ (TFN) + þ (fuzzy) [R.(rFrÐ - R(rF?Ð]

and obtain R(ø), the ø - cut forR(fuzzy).
Step 2. Use R(ø) as a discount rate in the net present value problem.

Step3. Compute I + R(a) and set I + R(ø) = [1 +p(ø) , l+q(ø)].

Step4. compute úõ = ["6,,*fu],*uuseitto
compute FNPV on the lines similar to Case 2 in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3.
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4.4 NumrenicalExample.

Below, we illustrate the computation of p, p(a), and R(ø) with the help of a

numerical example based on the data provided in Appendix 2 þp135-137), and Appendix 3

þp138-l5l )

4.4.X,. Cornputation of, B.

Under crisp environment, using (4.2.2) and the data from Appendix 2, B the systematic risk is

given by

p= ÐL, ß,-n¡)) (Rr -Rr)

4.4.2. Computation of B(ø) {Jnder Fuzy Environment.

From (4.2.5), a-cut of the systematic nsk B(fuzzy) is given by

:1.66

El, ßr -Ro)'
i:1,2,...,tt,

(4.4.r)



a,-\ _ IL, ß'(o) - Rr(a)) (R.,(") - R.;(o)) Ntø)r \- / 
ÐL, ß.'(o) - R.'("))t - DGt

f zstz.tsl - 564.688a+276.4Ta2 )
N(a): ÐL,ß,(")-Rr(o)) (R.r(")-R-(o)): 

| |

| 2541.305 - 533.472a +276.131q2 
|
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l- rsrz.rs s -32s.67sø + 185.e55a2 Iand D(a)=Ð1,ß.r("¡-nu("))t:l 
I

L 1s69.8s2 -379.4r8a + 182.9s1a2 
__l

such that the ø -cut of the nonlinear fu2ry number that represents the systemati c nsk B(fuzzy)

is given by

I QSlz.181 - 564.688ø + 276.47Ta2\ I
ßtu\ : l (tStZ.l38 -329.679a + 185.955ø2)' 

I

| (2541.305 - 533.472a +276.t31a2\ |

L (1569.852 -379.4r8a + 182.981ø2) 
|

Thus, from (4.4.2),

þ(fu"zy) = (1.63 85, 1.663, 1.6751), which is not necessarily a triangular fuz4r number
(r.F.N.).

The membership function p(p(fuzzy)) for þ(fuzzy) is obtained by setting

(2572.181- 564.688a +276.471a2) _ ,
(1517.138 - 329.679a + 185.955a2) I'

and

(2541.305 - 533.472a +276.t31a2\
(1569.852 -379.418a + 182.981a2) r

and solving those two equations for ø in terms of p.

Thus, the membership function p(þ¡-y) is as given on next page.

(4.4.2)



p(þ(fuzzy)) =

(-564.688 +3.29679p) +

2(2.76.47r - l8s.e55B)

(-564.688 + 329.679 B)2 -
4(2.76.47r - 185.95s8)

*(2572.r8r - 1517 .1 3 8p)

(-s.33.472 + 379.4r8 þ) -

if É s t'ole

2(2.76.131- r82.98rp)

(-s33.472 + 379.418þ)2 -
4(2.76.131 - 182.9818)

* (2541.305 - 1569.8s2 p)

1.638< Þst.Aøg

if r.663<ps1.675

if p > r.67s

(,¡l\¡



The graph of the membership function p(þ(fuz"y)) is obtained below using the Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: left and Right Segment of p1¡øy7

TT Lefr. p(a)

0

0.1

1.638

0.2

58

1.642

Rieht P(ø)

0.3

t.646

0.4

t.649

t.675

0.5

1.652

1.676

0.6

1.654

1.677

0.7

1.657

r.677

0.8

1.659

1.676

and is shown in Figure 4.1.

0.9

Curvilinear FuzzY Number

1.661

1.676

I

0.8

aÀ

I 0.6

I
0.4

H

0.2

0
1.662

1.674

We now approximatethe p(fuzzy) by Érrr,¡. Thus,

Pt N = (1.6385,1.6630, 1.6751) (4.4.3)

for which the a-cut is given by

Érnv(ø) = (1.6385 +0.0215a,T.6751-0.0121a) Va e [0, 1] (4.4.4)

Using (4.4.4), we have the membership function for Érrp as

( o if ps1.6385
II e-äf;f ir r 638s s ps r6630

p(Érru) = { Q't

I l'ozst -n

I 
if 1.6630sPs1.6751

L0 if p¿r.67sr

The grælu shown in Figure 4.2, of the membership fi.rnction Ë(Prrr.¡) is obtained using the

Table 4.2.

t.663

1.672

1.670

1.667

1.663
1.638 1.663

Corresponding P Values

Figure 4'1

7.675



Table 4.2:l^eft and Right Sement of ,rr.¡r

d. t*ft p

0

TFN

0.1

Risht p

1.638

0.2

1.641

TFN
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0.3

1.643

t.675

0.4

1.646

1.674

0.5

r.648

\.673

0.6

1.651

1.671

0.7

1.653

1.670

0.8

r.656

1.669

0.9

1.658

To see if the triangular approximation is a suitable approximation to the curvilin ear fuzzy

number in the problem discussed above, we conduct the errors analysis (Kauffinann and Gupta

[3s]) as in 4.3.

1.668

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

TriangularFuzzY Number

1.0

ah

Ç
I

x

1.661

t.667

1.663

1.665

t.664

1.663

1.638 1.663

Corresponding p Values

Figure 4.2

d,

Table 4.3: Error Analysis for Fuzry Systematic Risk p

I

I*ft p

0

Curvatue

0.1

1.638

2

0.2

Risht B

1.642

0.3

Curvature

1.645

0.4

J

t.675

I*ft p

r.649

0.5

1.676

t.652

t¡'t\r

0.6

4

Risht B

t-ot I

t.654

1.638

0.7

t.677

1.657

1.641

TFN

0.8

1.675

5

t.676

1.659

1.643

1.675

0.9

Error

1.675

1.661

1.646

1.674

(3-1)

1.0

o

1.674

1.662

1.648

1.673

0.000

Error

t.672

1.663

1.651

(4 -2)

1.671

0.001

1.670

1.653

o/oBnor

1.670

0.000

0.002

1.666

1.656

1.669

0.003

0.002

8

1.663

o/oBr¡or

1.658

1.668

0.003

0.000

0.004

l.661

1.667

0.068

0.004

0.005

1.663

1.665

0.126

0.004

0.006

0.000

t.664

0.172

0.006

0.003

0.133

0.006

0.204

1.663

0.003

0.240

0.005

0.220

0.001

0.3 18

0.218

0.004

0.000

0.366

0.t97

0.002

0.384

0.154

0.370

0.000

0.089

0.324

0.000

0.246

0.318

0.000



The following graph shown in figure 4.3, illushate the 'error analysis' performed in Table 4.3.

Curvilinear Fuzzy Number and Triangular FuzzSr Number

tf)s 0.8
q)
¡i

Àn

Ë 0.6

U,

õ 0.4
I

xv 
0.2
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1.638 7.663

Corresponding P Values

Figure 4.3

From the Table 4.3, we observe that the errors and the percentage errors are small, therefore,

we conclude that in the numerical problem discussed above it is suitable to approximate the

curvilinear fruzry number by a T.F.N. (Kaufrnann and Gupta [34, 35]). Had the errors and the

percentage elTors been large, the T.F.N. prr¡q would not have been an acceptable altemative

to the curvilneu fvzy number þ(fuzzy) Comparing (4.3.1) with (4.3.3) we see that the value

of the interior point of pa¡¡q, at which the membership firnction p(ÉrrN) : 1, is exactly the

same as the crisp value of P n (4.3.1), however, we have more flexibility for dealing with the

systematic risk in (4.3.3) as is seen in the Table 4.3 and the graph (Fig a.1) corresponding to

the Table 4.3.

1.675



4.4.3. Computationof Return R(a) UnderFr;a;ry Environment

We now use the p (ø) computed in (4.3.2) to compute the CAPM retum R(ø).

From (4.2.3) we have

R(fu"ry) : R¡(fuzzy) + Þ(furry) lR^(fuzzy)-R¡(fuzzy)l

whose ø-cut is

61

R(ø) = Rr (ø) + þ (a) [R.(a)- Rr(a)],

We now ¿¡ssume that the risk free rate R, is represented by the T.F.N.

R¡ = (rn, r12, r¡ ) : (2.68, 3.73,4.73)

and the market risk R. is represented by

R- = (Í.r, r-2, r.s) = (9.93, 13, 16.35).

This yields,

Rr(ø) : (0.0268 + 0.0105ø, 0.0473 - 0.01a),

R-(ø) = (0.0993 + 0.0307ø, 0.1635 - 0.0335a),

and

(R. (a) - nr(ø)) : (0. 052 +4.0407 a, 0.1367 -0.044a)

Using (4.4.8), (4.4.10) nd @.a.\ in (4.4.s), we ser

R(a) =(0.0268 + 0.0105 a, 0.0473 - 0.01ø)

i
I.l

L

(2572.781 - 564.688a + 27 6.47 1 a2\
(1569.852 -379.418a + 182.987ar)'
(2541.305 - 533.472a +276.13ta2\

(1517.1376 -329.6785a + 185.9555a2 )

(4.4.s)

That is

(4.4.6)

(4.4.7)

(4.4.8)

(4.4.e)

*( 0.052 + 0.0407q.,

(4.4.10)

0.1367 -0.044a)



R(a) =

77 5 .8255 + 81 .6390a - 7 .6863a2 + 73 .1737 a3
1569.8517 -379.4187ø+182.9810a2'

419.T570 - 215.5082(l + 73.3724a2 - 14.0093a3

This gives

R(furry) : (0. I 120, 0. 1 91 5, 0.2763)

1 577 .137 6 - 329.6785ø + I 85.9555ø2

the graph $ga.Ð for u¡hose membership fi.rnction provided below using the Table 4.4
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for0< a<I.

Table 4.4: Left and Right Segmentof R(fiizzy)

a LeftR(ø)

I 
where o<ø<r

0

0.1

0.1120

0.2

0. I 199

0.3

RiehtR(ø)

0.1279

0.4

0.1358

0.2763

0.5

0.1438

0.2680

0.6

0. 1s l7

0.2597

0.7

0.1597

0.2514

0.8

0.1677

0.2430

0.9

0.1 756

0.2345

Fvr.ry CAPM Return

We observe that R(fuzzy; = (0,1 120,0.1915,0.2763) is not necessarily a T.F.N. However, to

see if it can be approximated as a T.F.N., we can conduct 'error analysis' simila¡ to the one

conducted for p(fuzzy) in Table 4.3.

1.0

0.1 836

0.2259

.g 0.6

U
¡

d o'4

0.1 91 5

0.2174

0.2088

0.2001

0.191 5

0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 o.2ooo o.25oo o.30oo

Fuzzy CAPM Return

Figure 4.4



4.4.4. Computation of F'NPV(ø).

We now use R(ø), as explained in Steps

63

where,

1 +o.lø) _ 1745.67 -297.77a+175.29a2 +13.17a3
I 569.85 I 663 - 379.4181059ø + 182980a2'

l-3 in Section 4.3,to compute the FNPV(a).

I +q,(o) :

Therefore,

1936.29 - 545.186a + 259.26a2 - 14.00ø3

1 =l- l 1 I1+R(ø) L 1*t,(a) ' 1+pr(") I

1517.137 - 329.678a + I 85.955ø2

t-l
L

where,

__-l_ =I +q,(ø)

1 5 lf. 137 - 329.678a + I 85.955ø2
1936.29 -545.186a + 259.26a2 -14.00a3'
I 569.851663 - 379.4181059a + I 82.980ø2
1745.67 -297.77a + 175.29a2 + l3.l7a3

, 1, - 1569.851663-379.4181059ø+182.980ø2
1 +p,(a) 1745.67 -297.77a +lii.z9æ +trnat

- 
1517.1 37 - 329.678ø + 1 85.955a2

1936.29 - 545.186ø + 259.26a2 - 14.0003



Using the same notation as in Case 2 in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3, the F.NP\z(a) is given

as

FNrV(a):[-es(ø), -po(ø)] C*> [, ft("ì . ., Qt(",). I (*)¡ r +q1(ø)' I +pl(a) _t

I trcol Qz(ø) lr-.,,[ P:(a) e¡(") I
L [l +0,(ø)12' [l +R,(ø)12 l'''L [l +er(ø)]'.' [l +p,(")]' 

_.1
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(4.4.1l)

We now assume

A6 = (2000, 2500, 3000)

A1 : (1600, 1700,2000)

A2: (1200, 1400, 1800)

A3 : (1300, 1700, 1900)

where Ao, Ar, A2 and A3

we have

Ao(o) = (2000 + 500ø, 3000 -500a) = [Po(a), Qo(ø)]

-Ao(") = (-3000 +500a, -2000 - 500ø)

Ar(a): (1600 +200a,2000-300ø) = [Pr(ø), Qr(a)]

Az@): (1200 +200a, 1800 - 400a) = [Pz(a), Qz(a)]

A¡ (o) = (1300 + 400a, 1900 - 200a) = [P3 (a), Q¡ (ø)]

are as defined in Section 3.2 n Chapter 3. Thus, for 0 < ø < |

Plugging these in equation (4.4.1l), we obtained thefuza net present value (FNPV) as

FNPV(ø) = (-3000 + 500ø, -2000 -500a) +



1600 + 200a,

2000 - 300ø l.I

l.I
1200 + 200a,

I 800 - 400a
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1300 + 400a,

1900 - 200ø

By varying ø between

]'

T
I
I
I

I
I

I

L

0

Table 4.5: Left and Right Segment of FMV(a¡

l5l7.l3f 329.678ø + 185.955a2
1936.29 - 545.186ø + 259.26a2 - 14.00a3

CI Left FNPV(ø)

0

0.1

1745.67 - 297.77 o + 17 5.29a2 + 13.17 a3

-384.340

and 1, we obtain Table 4.5 and frg 4.3 representing the FNPV.

0.2

-264.395

0.3

- 379 4181059a +

-142.370

0.4

Right FNPV(a)

-l 8.1 83

0.5

108.249

0.6

2636.002

237.003

0.7

2450.752

368. I 59

0.8

2268.642

501.781

0.9

2089.615

637.946

I

1913.615

776.7t3

1740.589

4.4.5. cornputation of Return R(ø) {.InderFuzzy Environment }vhen the

Systematic Risk p(/øzay) is dpproximated by a T.F'.I{..

918.l4l

1570.481

1403.239

1238.807

1077.127

91 8. l4l

Since, from the 'error analysis' and 'percent enor analysis' in Table 4.1 we concluded that



the approximation of B(fuzzy) by a T.F.N. is justified, therefore, in this case using (4.4.4),

(4.4.6) and(1.a.7) in (4.4.5) we obtain

R(ø) : [0.1120 + 0.0785ø + 0.0010ø2,0.2763 - 0.0854ø + 0.0005a21.

This vields

r +n(o) : [-
L

: Ir
where,
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l.l 120 + 0.0785ø + 0.0010ø2,

1.2763 - 0.0854a + 0.0005ø2

I +Pr (a) = 1.1 120 + 0.0785a + 0.0010ø2

1 + 9r (ø) = 1.2763 - 0.0854ø + 0.0005ø2

+ pr (d), I +q,(ø)]

lr
: | 1.2763 - 0.0854ø + 0.0005ø2 '

t1
I t.1120 + 0.0785a + 0.0010ø2

We assume that

A6 = (2000,2500,3000), A1 = (1600, 1700,2000)

A2: (1200, 1400, 1800), A3 = (1300, 1700, 1900)

1.1 120 + 0.0785a + 0.0010ø2

As in section 4.4.4., for 0 < a < I we obtain the frrzzy net present varue

and denote it by (FNPVas¡q).

FNPVas¡.¡(a) = (-3000 + 500ø, -2000 -500a) +

I

t ;:îî:iîî: f I

I1ffi,
l.l 120 + 0.0785ø + 0.0010ø2 ].



r
I
I
I

L

t-
I

L

1200 + 200a,

1800 - 400ø rI

rI
1300 + 400a,

1900 - 200a

1.2763 - 0.0854ø + 0.0005a2 '
1
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l.lT20 + 0.0785a + 0.0010a2

As in Section 4.4.4, we obtain the Table 4.6 and the graph for FNPVa¡¡(a)

1.2763 - 0.0854ø + 0.0005a2 '

Table 4.6: Left and Right segment of FNPV<ø)

I

t-
It+
IJ

t'
I

I

I

J

u Left FNPVg¡(a)

0

0.1

0.2

-384.340

0.3

-263.286

0.4

-140.361

nightFt{PvffN(ø)

0.5

-15.506

0.6

I I 1.344

2636.002

0.7

240.252

2451.230

0.8

371.287

2269.650

0.9

504.519

2090.906

I

640.021

0.8

0.6

0.4
1915.185

777.869

1742.3t7

On page 65, Table 4.7 we perform the 'error analysis' to examine as to how close the

FNPVpN and the FNPV are.

918.141

t572.225

1404.832

1240.068

1077.860

9l8.14l

0.

0.0 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0

FNPV([úangular)

Figune 4.5



d

I

Left

FNPv(ø)

Table 4.7: Error Analysis for FNPV

Curvafure

0

',

RishQ

-384.340

.l

FNPV(a

-264.395

2

Curvatu¡e

J

-142.370

.J

LÆft

2336.002

.4

-18.183

FNPV

68

2450.752

.5

108.249

4

TFN

2268.642

Risht

-384.340

6

237.003

2089.615

FNPV

368. I 57

-263.286

5

1913.615

.8

TTN

501.781

-140.361

Iæft r

2636.002

1740.589

637.946

o

Error

-15.506

6

2451.230

1570.481

.0

(3-l)

776.713

Right

I I1.344

2269.650

1403.239

0.0000

91 8.14 1

Enor

240.252

2090.906

1238.807

(4 -2)

1.1090

371.287

L€ft

1077.127

1915.185

As before from Table 4.7,we observe that both the 'error' and the 'percent error' are small.

Therefore, in this case.FNPVa¡¡q cÍìn be considered as a good approximation for FNPV.

0.0000

o/oBnor

2.0089

504.519

t742.317

8

91 8.14 I

0.4785

2.6773

640.021

RiSht

t572.225

0.9179

3.0954

o/oBnor

777.K9

0.000

t404.832

1.2907

3.2493

918.141

0.419

1240.068

1.5696

3. I 308

0.000

1.411

4.4.6 Computing R using Associated Ordinary Numbe¡s.

From (4.2.1), we have that under crisp environment the CAPM retum is given by

R= Rr +É(R.-Rr)

We rewrite it as

1077.860

2.7378

t.7285

0.020

t.724

918.141

2.0755

1.7434

2.860

0.040

t.1562

1.5934

0.062

t.371

0.0000

1.2608

0.850

0.082

0.7325

0.546

0.099

0.0000

0.32s

0.111

0.149

0.1l4

0.000

0.102

where we assume that Rr¡ and R*t are the associated ordinary numbers (AON's) of Rr and R..

Since we have already justified in Section 4.4.2 that PrrH is a good approximation for þ(fuzzy),

therefore, we take Érr¡rn as the associated ordinary number corresponding to Érrru.

0.068

R= Rre +Érr¡e(R.e-Rre)

0.000

(4.4.r2)



From (4.4.3), (4.4.6) and (4.4.7), we have

Érr¡re = 1.66, R.¡r = 3.72, R.a = 13.07 respectively.

Therefore, from (4.4.12), we now have

R :3.72 +1.66(13.07 -3.72)

= 19.24

Taking Ao = 2500 Ar : 1750 Az = 1450 and A¡ : 1650, and using the above
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R = 19.24 as the discount rate in the NPV problen¡ we have now the Associated Ordina¡y Net

Present Value (AONPV) as

AONpV= -2SOO+ ,=17¡9, + 1450 , +J-6:9_(r.re24) ' (r.tsz4¡z 0.re24)3

That is AONPV = 960.63

Comparing AoNPv = 960.63, FNPV and FNpvrFN each given by (-384.340, 918.141,

2636.002), we observe that FNPV and FNPVITN are more flexible in the sense that each of them

gives us a range of values as compared with a single value given by AONPV. Another advantage

of the approach developed in this chapter is that the approach developed in Chapter 3 does not

capture the fuz.zy systematic risk level involved in an invesünent problem. One can further extend

the above approach for the problem in u¡trich thefuzø¡ dat¿ is contained in sheaves (see page 92 of

[33]) in the form of T.F.N.'s. or in the form of trapezoidalfvz;¿y numbers. From these sheaves one

can find thefuzzy systematic risk level as well as the FNPV.



4.7 Co¡rclusion

h the present chapter under a variety of assumptions, we compute both the fr,rzzy systematic

risk and firzzy return using the CAPM. Furthermore, we suggest steps to use the frù"zy return,

obtained using the CAPfoI, as the frrzry discormt rate in the NPV problem under a variety of

assumptions. Also, we consider a numerical example and compare FNPV so obtained with ttre

AONPV and observe that the results obtained using fiEZry assumptions on various parameters

involved in the CAPM give more flexible results.
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The purpose of this chapter is to develop the scoring models under fuzzy environment and

apply them to assess the best decision altemative from a multicriteria decision problem. We

call such models as fr¿z.zy scoring models (FSM)

FU T.T,Y S C ORING MODET, S
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Chapter 5

5.1 Imtroductioul

In modelling real world problems we often encounter multicriteria decision making

problems with interdependent objectives. For example, project selection problem, which is a

multicriteria decision making problem, is the process of choosing a project or set of projects to

be implemented by an organization. Since projects in general require a substantial investment

in terms of money and resources, both of which are limited, it is of vital importance that the

projects that an organization selects provide good retums on the resources and capital invested.

A scoring model introduced by Keeney and Raiffa 136,371is a relatively quick and easy way

to identify the best decision altematives in such problems [1]. It is an analytical tool that

enables one to explicitly rank tangible and intangible factors against each other for the purpose

of resolving conflict or setting priorities. In this chapter we consider a scoring model under

fu2ry environment and show how such a model can assist in analyzing a multicriteria decision

making problem when the information available is vague, imprecise and subjective. Numerical

examples, with both crisp and frizzy cases, are provided at the end of the chapter to

demonstrate the application of the model in analyzing aBond Selection problem. It is believed



that FSM developed here will find its applications in a wide variety of a¡eas like fuzA facility

location problen¡ fuzz.y part family formation in a production system, fuzzy vendor selection

problen¡ and afuzzyjob selection problem etc.

5.2 Wwzzy Scoring Modeå.

Assume that
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sü = the rating associated with the criterion i and decision altemative i,

2,. ..,n

is a T.F.N. such that,

sü: (sü¿ s¡2, s¡r) for i=1,2,3,. . ., ñ and j =1,2,3,. . ., D

whose ø -cut is given by

s,¡(ø) = [s¡r + (stz -s¡r)ø, s¡, - (sü: -s¡z)ø]

for i = 1,2,3,. . ., ñ, j:1,2,3,. . .,n and 0S ø < 1.

Let

w; = the weightof the criterioni for i:1,2,3, . . ., ffi

be a T.F.N. such that

wi = (w;r, w¡2, wi¡) for i: 1,2,3,. . ., m

u¡hose ¿ -cut is given by

w¡(ø) : (w¡ + (wiz - w¡r)4, wi¡ - (wi: - wn)a)

for i=7,2,3,. .,m and 0< a <1.

If a resea¡ch organization or progr¿rm pursues several objectives simultaneously, it needs to

decide on the relative importance of the different criteria under consideration and the weights

( s.2.1)

(s.2.2)



have to be defined properly in relation with the variability in the different scores. If one

criterion is measwed in very small units, and another criterion in very large units, equal

weights for the t'wo criteria would be unfavorable to the second criterion. Weighting is further

complicated if the dimensions of the criteria are different, for example when qualitative and

quantitative criteria are being compared. As already stated in Chapter 2, one approach is to

generate the weights w¡ by the Delphi technique [34, 59], along with the use of sensitivity

analysis. The significance of a different weighting system is often not obvious to people. Most

people cannot relate well to the abstract weight. Thus, under such circumstances, it is more

appropriate if the weighting is done using fuzzy numbers which allow more subjectivity and

add atouch of flexibility. Inpractice, scales extending from I to 100 are oftenused for each

component of the T.F.N.

wi: (wir, w¡2, wi:), i:1,2,. . ., m, where I represents areal orhypothetical leastpreferred

decision altematives, and 100 is associated with a real or hypothetical most preferred decision

altematives. OfterL for convenience, scales belonging to the interval [1,10] are also used.

We now let

IJ

S.¡ = fuzzy score for decision altemative j, i = 1,2,. . . , n.

In view of (5.2.1) and (5.2.2), we have

S¡(o): I[,wi(a¡ 8s¡(ø)

= f,i, [(ru * (wiz -wi1)a,w3 - (wa -wi)a)]Ø

[s¡r + (s¡z -s¡r)ø, sü3 - (s¡r -s¡z)øJ

where 8 denotes thefuzzy multiplication.

S¡(o) = (Ii=,ltnsijr * [I:, wnsü2 - ZI-=, w.¡rs¡r + I-=, w¡2s¡r ]ø

(s.2.3)

(s.2.4)



*[|,'=, wi2sü2 - I'=, wzsür - Il, wils¡z + I-=, wns¡r ] 42,

The fuzzy number S¡ corresponding to S¡(ø) is obtained by setting a = 0 for obtaining end

values, and c=1,

for obtaining the interior value. Therefore,

S¡ : (Il, w¡¡s¡r , I'o, wizsijz, I'o, ups¡r), j = 1,2,. , n.

for which the membership function psr(x) for j = 1,2, . .. , n, is obtained by setting

f'=rn,ns¡1 * [X-=, w¡rs¡z -ZÐî:, w¡rs¡r +Ii=, wizs¡r ]c

* [I'", w¡rs¡: - !,l, wßsü2 - Xl, w¡2s¡: + |,l, wns¡z ] a2

Ii, rrrt¡, * [>-", wßsü2 -2Ð^rrwnsü3 + Il, wizs¡3 ] a
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*['=, w¡2s¡2 - Il, wi2sür - Ð'=, w¡rs¡z + I-=, wlsijr ) a2 : x,

I[, rot¡, * [I'", wßsü2 - zXl, wßsü3 + I-o, wizs¡3 ] ø

respectively, and solving each of them for a in terms of x. Thus, we have the membership

function as given on the next page.

* [f,'=, wss¡r - t'=, wss¡z - |,'", w¡zs¡s + Ð1, wi2sij2 ] a2 = x

(s.2.5)



Ps(x) :

o([IËt w¡2S¡2 -IËr wi2sijl -I-i=r w¡ts¡z +Ð-i:r *,,t,¡, ]')t
*[IËl w¡1S¡2 - ZÐ]=,tw¡t s¡r + I-i=r w¡2s¡r ] 

2

- [IËr w¡¡S¡z - z IËr w¡1S¡t +IËr w¡2s¡r ]

a[ÐtCr w¡2s¡z - IËr wi2sür - |,Ër w¡1s¡z * Ð-er ltwnsijr ]'[IËr w¡rs¡r ]

EËf w,, s¡z- ÐËf *irti:t-IËt w'sijz*E'"¡1w's¡r

o([E;, w¡s¡r -El, w¡rS¡z -Il, w¡2s¡r +El, wirst, ]')r

- [Il, wßsü2 -zZîrwßsü3 + I:=, w¡rs¡¡, ]

-4[Il, wss¡r - Eî=, w3s¡z - Ð;, w¡2s¡r + Xl' w¡2s¡z ]'[I;, wnsi¡r ]

*[El,wi3sü2 - zIl, wßsü3 + Ð1, *,rt¡, ]'

if x < I*i:tw¡lsi¡t

if ff,1w¡rsür <x< !f,1wizs¡z

if f[1wizs¡z Sx< !m¡:1wps1ir

if x > !f,1wnsrn

-l(¡
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5.3 The ,Appnoxirmate Fuzzy Sconireg W{odeå.

If we approximate the above ñrz4r number by a T.F.N., and denote it by AS¡, then AS¡

is given by

ASj=[X'=,rr',rü1,I'=,ror,¡r, Il,wss¡r], j=1,2,.,n (5.3.1)

and we call it the approxima@ fiizzy score (AFS). The corresponding confidence interval at

¿ -level of the

approximated T.F.N. AS¡(a) is given by

Xl, rp¡¡sii¡ *[Ð1, w¡3s¡z - I-", *tr.,:, ]). G.3.2)

if

if

if

if

AS¡(ø) = (Xl, w¡¡s¡r * [Il, w¡rs¡z - Il, wns¡r ]ø,

The approximate membership function of the AFS model is as given below.

*- Ð'=, w¡1s¡l

< Ii,w's¡1

[,wls¡1 <x SÐ[,*trr'¡,
Pes¡(x) =

(E:t w¡2s¡z- X-=, w¡1s¡r)

* - Ð1, w3sij3

Ð-i=rw¡zs¡¡z 
( x ( X[, *'rs¡,

x> fÏ,wns¡:

(Xlt \ili2süz- Il, w¡s¡r)

where "x" represent the scoring value.

5.4 E,nron Analysis of TFN

Unfortt¡nately the triangular fuzãJ numbers a¡e not closed under multiplication and

division and it has been pointed out by Kaufinann and Gupta [34, 35] that the result of these

operators is a poþomial membership functio4 and the triangular shape only approximates the
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ach¡al result. It is a mmmon mistake to blindly assume that the error introduced by the

approximations is small and acceptable. The linear approximation can be quite poor and can

lead to incorrect results when used in a variety of applications. Thus, in this case, it is

important to perform error analysis to check the accuracy of the estimate. Error of

approximation between the approximated membership function and the actual membership

function can be sufficiently large to produce erroneous results. Each triangular or poþomial

fuzzry number can be separated into a left and right segment.

Using the notation of Kaufinann and Gupta [34, 35], the actual fuzzy number for the value x,

at a given ø is defined as T¡ for the left segment and Tn fo¡ the right segment. The standa¡d

approximation for value x at a given ø is defined as Pr and Pn for the left and right segments

respectively. This allows us to separately analyze the left and right portions of the membership

curve [34, 35].

The left segment error, rL, is

sl:Pl-Tl

and the right segment error, sp, is

€n:Pn-Tn

%oey:lTlttt

and the right segment error is defined as

A more meaningfrrl me¿ìsrlre of the error can be obtained by taking the absolute percent error.

The absolute percent error with respect to the actual value is defined for the left segment as

(5.4.1)

(s.4.2)

(s.4.3)

Yoep - +lroo (s.4.4)
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These e:pressions require knowledge of both the approximation a¡rd the actual value at every

ø - cut to have any utility.

If the above elrors are small, we can take the approximate triangular frrzzy number as a

legitimate approximation (traufinarur and Gupta t35l )

5.5. Kae¡f,rmamx¡ aa?d Galpta Ennon Axaaåysis wüth T.F.N.

Approxi¡natíora"

Using Kaufinann and Gupta [35] notation, let the îuzzy number A be obtained as the

multiplication

of the two T.F.N.'s such that the ø --cut of A is given explicitly by

A(a): [e(or), e(ø*) ]

where elar) = represents the ¿ - cut of left segment of the exactfriz,zy number A.

A(a*) : represents the a - cut of right segment of the exaú fuzzy number A.

Suppose P, a T.F.N., is obtained as an approximation of the fuzzy number A, such that the a -

cut

of P is given by

P(a) = [f(ør), P("*) ]

u¿lrere P(ør) = represents the a - cut of left segment of the approximatefuzzy number P.

P(ø*) : represents the ø -cut of right segnent of the approximatefr:lza number P.

The left divergence e ¿ is given by [35],

e¡" =A(a¡_) -P(ø"). (s.s.l)
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The right divergence ena is given by [35],

e- = A(ø*¡ -P(ø*). (5.5.2)

According to Kaufinann and Gupta [35],

the maximum left and right divergences occur at " 
: I

If each of the right and left divergence is small, then P can be considered as a good

approximation of the product of the wofrlzzy numbers.

5.6 l,eft amd R.ighü Tlivergex?ce of the Farabolic Wwz;øy

Sconíng Nr¡¡nher.

From (5.2.5), we have the parabolicfuzzy number of the scoring number as

S¡(o) : (U:, w¡1s¡r * [>l=, w¡1s¡z - ZIl, w¡rs¡r + Ðl=, w¡2s¡1 ]ø

*[I:, w¡zs¡z - >:, wi2sür - Ð:, w¡1s¡z + |,-o, wls¡r ] 42,

Ði, rot¡, * [X'=, wßsü2 - zI'=, wßsü3 + Il, wizs¡3 ] ø

* [I'"t w¡:s¡s - X'", w¡:s¡z - Ð:, w¡zs¡r + Ð'o, w¡2s¡2 ] a2)

and from (5.3.2) we have

AS¡(a) = (I-o, u¡1s¡r * [I-", w¡1s¡z + |,'=, w¡2s¡r ]a,

Ð[, rot¡, *[I-=, wßsü2 + Ð1, *zs¡, ]).

According to Kaufrnann and Gupta [32] the left Divergence for j : 1, 2, . , n is given by

using equation (5.6.1)
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o,. -LJ

I[, rttt¡t * [Ð-*, wilsü2 - ZÐ-=, wnsijr + Ð'=, wizs¡1 ]ø -r

[I:, \¡/Dsü2 - Xl, wnsür - Ð1, wnsü2 + Ð'=, w;1s¡r ]ø2

Ð1, rv¡rs¡.ir + (I'o, rvasij2 - Il, w¡¡s¡r)rz

(s.6.1)

(s.6.2)

(s.6.3)

The maximum left divergences occurs at o = +,therefore, substitute " 
: t in (5.6.1).

The maximum left divergence for j:1,2,. . . , n is given by

MÐ< €,. :_LJ

Similarly, the right divergence is given by (5.6.2).

sRj :

Ð[, *ot¡,
+

[>1, w'sü2 -zÐ-o,:*rr +I-o, wizs¡3 ]ø

[Ð:t w3s¡r - Ð1, w¡rs¡z - >-=, wns¡s + I-o, wizs¡:z )a2)

lXi, w¡3S¡s - (>1, iru, -X:, wizs¡z) øl

Themaximumrightdivergencesoccurs ertø = f. fherefore,substitut"o = +in (5.7.3)

The maximum right divergence is given by

Max_e¡ = ä*,rt¡r + Xl, wi2sü3 + IL, wi2sü2 + ÐL, Ìrßsij3
(s.7.4)

We will be using Mæ<_e1.¡ and Mæ<_en¡ for j = I,2,. . ., r, in the example below.
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5.7 tson¡d l¡rvestrmex¡t Pnoblexm: A Cnisp Sconümg Modeå

Applícatåost

For the purpose of comparing the crisp approach with the fvzy approach we first consider a

numerical example under crisp environment.

Assuming that an investor with a reasonable investment capital decided to invest in the fotlowing

long terms instnrments.

n Discount Saving Bonds (DSB)

' Federal Bonds (FB)

. Corporate Bonds (CB)

The scoring method developed ea¡lier is use to select the best investment opportunity.

A summary of the ratings assigned to the different criteria and decision altematives is provided in

Table 5.1,

and a summary of the weights assigned to different criteria are provided in the Table 5.2.

A tsOND is a certificate representing an agreement by a company, federal govemment or

municipality to pay a certain amount for the "loan" you have given ttre entity. Further, at a certain

period in time, the company, federal govemment or municipality agrees to return your principal-

the maturity date. Bonds are fa¡ from being the safe and non-volatile investment that many people

thought of. Their volatility has increased tremendously and the correlation between stocks a¡rd

bonds is ahighly positive one.

The terms and Availability of a bond is a common term referring to the amount of time left until

maturity. The price of a bond swings more violentþ with interest rates the longer the maturity of
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the bond is.

Quality: Refers to the quality of a bond. Some bonds are superior that others. Quality are not

absolute measures it takes into consideration such factors as the issuer's past eamings record and

future eamings e4pectations, the financial condition of the issuer, the nature of the issuer's

business, the backing for a particular issue, and the rating agency's appraisals of the issuer's

management.

Backed by: We say that a bond is 'backed by ' if some municipalities, provinces a¡rd federal

govemment support the issuance of those bonds for economic and safety reasons.

Liquidity: It is the ease with which an investment can be converted to cash. An asset is liquid if it

can be bought or sold quickly with relatively small priced changes.

fncome Frequency: Refers to the number of dividend payment yielded by a bond during a specific

period oftime.

Trade Ðenominations: This term refers to the bond trading scheme on the ma¡ket. For example

trade denomination can be $100, $500, $1000 or $5000.

Taxation: Refers to some ta,x advantage or break that an investor is entitled for his or her

investment capital.

Other Characteristics: There are some bonds that a¡e pigmented and flavored with some stock

characteristics. Such characteristics are termed as 'other cha¡acteristics'.
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Recommended for: Some bonds are recommended while others are not recommended for

investrnent to potential investors.

Table 5.2. Crisp Weight for Each Bond Criærion

Criterion Level of Importance Weight
Terms & Availability Somewhat Important J

Quality Important 6

Backed By Very Important 7

Liquidity Important 6

Income Frequency Very important 7

Trade Denominations Someu¿hat Unimportant 2

Taxation Average Importance 4

Other Characteristics Somewhat Important J

Recomended For Average Importance 4

Table 5.3 provides a sunmary of the score value for each of the sub-criterion for the discount

saving bond.

Table 5.1. Crisp Ratings for Each Bond Criterion

Critenion Discount Saving tsonds Federal Bonds Corponate Eonds
Terms & Availability 5 8 8

Quality 8 10 6

Backed Bv 9 8 6

Liquidity 6 8 6

Income Frequenry ) 7 7

Trade Denominations 7 7 7

Tæ<ation 5 5 5

Other Characteristics 5 5 5

Recomended For 4 8 5
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Table 5.3. fümputation of crisp scores for Discount saving Bonds (DSB)

Criterion Weight Rating Scorc Value
Terms & Availabiliff J 5 15

Quality 6 8 48

Backed By 7 9 63

Liquidity 6 6 36

Income Frequency 7 5 35

Trade Denominations 2 7 t4
Taxation 4 ) 20

Other Cha¡acteristics J 5 15

Recomended For 4 4 l6
Total Sco¡e 262

Table 5.4 provides a summary of the crisp scores for each of the sub-criterion for the federal

bond.

Table 5.4. fümputation of Crisp Scores for Federal Bond(FB)

Criterion lVeight Rating Scorr
Terms & Availability J I 24

Quality 6 l0 60

Backed By 7 8 56

Liquidity 6 8 48

Income Frequenry 7 7 49

Trade Denominations 2 7 t4
Tæ<ation 4 5 20

Other Characteristics J 5 l5
Recomended For 4 I 32

Total Sco¡re 318

Table 5'5 provides a sunmary of the score value for each of the sub-criterion for the corporate

bond is provided.
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Table 5.5. Computation of Crisp Scores for fürporate Bonds (CB)

Criterion Weight Rating Sco¡e

Terms & Availability a
J 8 24

Quality 6 6 36

Backed Bv 7 6 42

Liquidity 6 6 36

Income Frequenry 7 7 49

Trade Denominations 2 7 I4
Taxation 4 5 20

Other Cha¡acteristics J 5 l5
Recomended For 4 ) 20

Total Score 256

Comparing the results from Table 5.3 - 5.5, we see that the highest crisp score of 3lg

corresponds to the Federal Bonds. Thus, under crisp environment, the Federal Bonds is the

recommended decision altemative.

5.8 tsond rnvestrnent Fnoblem: A Fuzzy scoring Model
Applicatiom

We now consider the model in which each of the discount saving bonds (DSB), federal bonds

(FB), and corporate bonds (CB) have their weights and ratings given in terms of T.F.N.'s in

place of crisp value. We consider each of them one by one. Various ranking procedures 17, 17 ,

35,411are used to rank the different investment altematives lrr-fuz;ly environment.

Case l. Ðiscount Saving Bonds (DSB). We assume that the fuzzy raings and the fuzzy

weights for the DSB a¡e given in the form of T.F.N.'s in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 respectively, along

with their ø -cuts.
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Table 5.6. Fuzz,y Rating for Discount Saving Bonds@SB)

Criterion Rating Rating(a)

Terms & Availability(ø) (4,5, 6) (4+a,6-a)
Quality(ø) (7,9, g) (7+a,9-o)

Backed By(a) (8,9, 10) (8+ø,10-ø)
Liquidity(a) (5,6,7) (5+ø,7-a)

Income Frequenry(a) (4,5,6) (4+a,6-a)
Trade Denominations(ø) (6,7,9) (6+a,8-ø)

Taxation(a) (4,5,6) (4+a,6-o)
Other Characteristics(ø) (4,5, 6) (4+a,6-a)

Recomended For(ø) (3 ,4, 5) (3+a,5-ø)

Table 5.7. Fuzzy Weights for Each Bond Criterion

Criterion tr evel of Importance Weight Weight(ø)
Terms & Availabilitv Somewhat Important (2,3,4) (2+a,4-a)

Quality Important (5, 6,7) (5+ø,7-a)
Backed Bv Very Important (6, 7, g) (6+a,8-o)
Liquidity Important (5,6,7) (5+ø,7-o)

Income Frequenry Very important (6, 7, g) (6+a,8-o)
Trade Denominations Somewhat Unimportant (1,2,3) (1 +ø, 3 -a)

Tæration Average Importance (3,4, 5) (3+a,5-a)
Other Cha¡acteristics Somewhat Important (2,3,4) (2+a,4-a)

Recomended For Average Importance (3,4, 5) (3+a,5-a)

If we plug in values of the rating and weight in the formula developed n (5.2.7),

we end up with values in Table 5.8
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Table 5.8. fümputation of Fuzzy scores for Discount Saving Bonds (DSB)

Criterion Weight (a) Rating (a) Score (ø) = V/eight (d)8RÂtinS (ø)

Terms & Arailability (2+o.,4-ø) (4+a,6-a) (8 + 6<r + o2, 24 - loo + a2)

Quality (5+a,7-c) (7+cr,9-a) (35 + l2c + o2, 63 - l6cr + c2)

Backed By (6+a,8-a) (8+o,10-c) (48 + 14c + o2, 80 - l8a + o2)

Liquidity (5+a,7-o) (5+c,7-o) (25 + lOa + o2, 49 - l4o + c2)

Income Freçency (6+c,8-a) (4+a,6-c) (24+ lOc +o2,48- l4c+a2)
Trade De,nominations (l+o,3-o) (6+cr,8-o) (6+7o+o2,24- lla+a2)

Taxation (3+a,5-c) (4+a,6-a) (12+7a+ o2, 30 - I la + o2)

Other Cha¡acteristics (2+ø,4-o.) (4+c,6-o) (8+6o +o2,24- loc+a2)
Recomended For (3+a,5-a) (3+a,5-o) (9+6a +o2,25- loc+o2)

Total Fuzy Score (a) = Weight(c) R"ting(a) (175+78o +9a2,367 - ll4a +9az)

Defining the interval of confidence at level ø, the total fuzzy score is a parabolic fuzzy number as

follows.

Total Fuøy Score¡ss(ø) = (lz5 +7Ba +9ø2,367 -ll4a +9az) v a e [0, l] (5.10.1)

The membership function for the Discount Saving Bond with parabolic curvahre is given as

shown below.

I
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Approximating the Total Fuøy score¡5s by a T.F.N., we obtain the following a-cut.

Total Fuoy sco¡eoss (a):(175 +87a,367 - 105ø) y a e [0, r] (5.r0.2)

The membership function for the approximated Total Fuzl y Score¡5s is given as below.

0 if Score < 175
<Score-175 ) ;r
T ü 175 < Score <262

. | Õ67 -(Score)
Po r 

" 
(Score)

0 if Score > 367.

h Table 5.9, columns l-8 a¡e interpreted as follows.

column I : the left part of equation (5.10.1) for v ø e [0, l] and gives parabolic

curvature.

Column 2 = values of the right part of equation 5.10.1 for V a e [0, l] and gives parabolic

curvan¡fe.

column 3 = values of the left part of equation s.lo.zfor v a e [0, l] and gives zero

curvanrre.

column 4 = values of the tight part of equation 5.10.2 for v a e [0, l] and gives zero

curvafure.

Column 5 : the difference between column 3 and column l.

Column 6 = the difference between column 4 and column 2..

Column 7 = computation of Ieft percentage enor %oel : I 
colunn? - Coll¡mnn I 

l.roo
columnn I
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Column 8 : computation of right percentage error o/o e¡ =

Table 5.9: Error Analysis for Discount Saving Bonds(DSB)

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

a Læft Scoring Right Scoring tæft Scoring Right Scoring Error Error YoEnor %oEnor

Curvah¡¡e Curr¡ature TFN TFN (s-t) (4-2)
0 175 367 175 367 0 0 0 0

0.1 182.89 355.69 183.7 356.s 0.81 0.81 0.4 0.2

0.2 r90.96 344.56 t92.4 346 1.44 1.44 0.8 0.4

0.3 199.21 333.61 20r.1 335.5 1.89 1.89 0.9 0.6

0.4 207.64 322.84 209.8 325 2.16 2.r6 1.0 0.7

0.5 216.25 312.25 218.5 314.5 2.25 2.25 t.0 0.7

0.6 22s.04 301.84 227.2 304 2.16 2.16 1.0 0.7

0.7 234.01 291.61 235.9 293.5 1.89 1.89 0.8 0.6

0.8 243.t6 281.56 244.6 283 t.44 1.44 0.6 0.5

0.9 253.49 271.69 253.3 )1) \ 0.81 0.81 0.3 0.3

1.0 262 262 262 262 0 0 0 0

In this case we see that the left and right maximum percent error is small. Therefore, using the

T.F.N. approximation in this case is useñ¡l.

Case 2. Federal Bonds (FB). We assume that the fuzzy raings and the fivzy weights

for the FB are given in the form of T.F.N.'s in Tables 5.10 and 5.ll respectively, along wittr

their a --cuts.

Column 4- Columnn 2

fülum¡n 2 | 'oo
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Table 5.10. Fuzzy Rating for Federal Bonds (FB)

Criterion Rating Rating(ø)

Terms & Availabilþ(a) (7,9, g) (7+a,9-a)
Quality(a) (9,10, I l) (9+a,11-ø)

Backed By(ø) (7,9,9\ (7+a,9-o)
Liquidity(ø) (7, g, g) (7+a,9-a)

lncome Frequency(ø) (6, 7, g) (6+a,8-a)
Trade Denominations (a) (6, 7, g) (6+u,8-a)

Tæ<ation(ø) (4,5, 6) (4+a,6-a)
Other Characteristics(ø) (4, 5, 6) (4+a,6-a)

Recomended For(ø) (7,9, g) (7+a,9-a)

Table 5.11. Fuzzy Weight for Federal Bonds @B)

Criterion Iævel of Importance Weight Weight(a)
Terms & Availability Somewhat Important (2,3,4) (2+a,4-o)

Quality Important (5,6 ,7) (5+a,7-a)
Backed By Very Important (6,7,9) (6+a,8-ø)
Liquidity Important (5,6,7) (5+a,7-a)

Income Frequency Very important (6,7,9) (6+a,8-o)
Trade Denominations Somewhat Unimportant (1,2,3) (l+ø,3-a)

Taxation Average Importance (3,4, 5) (3+a,5-ø)
Other Cha¡acteristics Somewhat Important (2,3 ,4) (2+a,4-a)

Recomended For Average Importance (3, 4, 5) (3+a,5-a)
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Table 5.12: Computation of total firzry scores for Federal Bonds (FB)

Criterion Weight(a) Rating(a) Score (a): Weight (ø)ARating (ø)

Temrs & Availability (2+a,4-a) (7+a,9-a) (14 + 9ø + a2, 36 - l3a + a2)

Quality (5+ø,7-a) (9+a,11-ø) (45 + l4a + a2, 77 - l8ø + rl-2)

Backed By (6+a,8-ø) (7+a,9-a) (42 + 13a + a2, 72 - l7a + a2)
Liqurdity (5+a,7-a) (7+a,9-a) (35 + 12a + a2, 63 - l6a + a2)

Income Freçeocy (6+a,8-ø) (6+a,8-ø) (36 + lÀa + a2, 64 - l6a + az)
Trade Denominations (l +ø, 3 -a) (6+a,8-ø) (6 +7a + a2,24 - lla + a2)

Taxation (3+ø,5-a) (4+a,6-a) (12+7a+a2,30-lla+az)
Other Cha¡acteristics (2+a,4-a) (4+a,6-a) (8 +6ø +a2,24 - t0ø +a2)

Recomended For (3+a,5-a) (7+a,9-a) (21 + l}a + a2, 45 - l4a + a?)
Total Fuzzy Score (219 + 90ø + 9a2, 435 - l26a +9a2\

Defining the interval of confidence at level c, the total frnzy score is a parabolic firzzy number

and is given as follows.

Total Fuøy scorrc." (a): (219 + 90ø +9a2, 435 -126a +9a2) v ø e [0,1] (5.10.3)

The membership function for the Federal Bonds with parabolic curvature is given as shown

below.

Now if we let ø : 0 and ø : l, in the equation

the total fuzzy score for the DSB.

Totaf Fuøy Scorcre = (219,318, 435 )

Score S 219

219<Score<318

318<Score<435

Score > 435

(5.10.3), we get in terms of a fuzzy number

if
if

if
if
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Approximating the Total Fvøy scorers by a T.F.N., we obtain the following a -cut.

Pre(ø) : (219 + 99a,435 - ll7 a) (s.10.4)

The membership function for the approximated Total Fulzy Scorcr" is given as

fo
I

I Score -219

p,,(score): f 
-3-

| 435 -Scorel-t0

if
if

if
if

Score < 219

219=ScoreS318

318<ScoreS435

Score > 435.

In Table 5.12 below, Columns l-8 a¡e interpreted as follows.

Column I : values of the left part of equation 5.11.1 for V o e [0, l] and gives parabolic

curvalllre.

Column 2 = values of the rightpart of equation 5.11.1 for V a e [0, l] and gives parabolic

curvafure.

Column 3 = values of the left part of equation 5.11.2 for v ø e [0, l] and gives zero

curvatu¡e.

Column 4 = values of the rightpa¡t of equation 5.11.2 for v ø e [0, l] and gives zero

curvature.

Column 5 : the difference between column 3 and column l.

Column 6 = the difference between column 4 and column 2..

Column 7 = computation of left percentage error o/ú.y =
Colunn 3 - fülum¡rn I 

l.rOO
Columnn I I

lCotunm4-Columnn? |'- | 1^^

I Colunnn 2 |

Column 8 = cornputation of right percentåge error o/o¿n -
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Table 5.13. Error Analysis for Fuzzy Scores Federal Bonds(FB)

I 2 J 4 5 6 8

(I Left Scoring Right Scoring læft Scoring Right Scoring Error Error o/oBnor %oBnor

Curvature Curvature TFN TFN (¡-l) (q-z)
0 2t9 435 2t9 435 0 0 0 0

0.1 228.09 422.49 228.9 423.3 0.81 0.81 0.35 0. l9
0.2 237.36 410.16 238.8 41t.6 t.44 t.44 0.60 0.35

0.3 246.81 398.01 248.7 399.9 1.89 I.89 0.76 0.47

0.4 256.44 366.04 258.6 388.2 2.16 2.t6 0.84 0.55

0.5 266.25 374.25 268.5 376.5 2.25 2.25 0.84 0.60

0.6 276.24 362.64 278.4 364.8 2.t6 2.16 0.78 0.59

0.7 286.41 351.21 288.3 353.1 1.89 1.89 0.65 0.53

0.8 296.76 339.96 298.2 341.4 1.44 t.44 0.48 0.42

0.9 307.29 328.89 308. I 329.7 0.81 0.81 0.26 0.24

1.0 318 318 318 318 0 0 0 0

In this case we see that the left and right maximum percent error is small. Therefore, using the

T.F.N. approximation in this case is useful.

Case 3. Corporate Bonds (CB). We assume that the fiv4 raings and the frrzzry weights for

the CB are given in the form of T.F.N.'s in Tables 5.14 and Tables 5.15 respectively, along

with their d -cuts.
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Table 5.14. Fuzy Rating For Corporate Bonds

Criterion Rating Rating(ø)

Terms & Availability(ø) (7,9,9) (7+a,9-a)
Quality(a) (5 ,6,7) (5+ø,7-a)

Backed By(ø) (5 ,6,7) (5+a,7-a)
Liquidity(a) (5 ,6,7) (5+a,7-a)

Income Frequency(ø) (6,7, g) (6+a,8-ø)
Trade Denominations(a) (6,7, 8) (6+a,8-a)

Tæration(a) (4,5, 6) (4+a,6-a)
Other Characteristics(ø) (4,5,6) (4+a,6-a)

Recomended For(a) (4,5, 6) (4+a,6-a)

Table 5.15. Fuzzy Weight For fürporate Bonds

Criterion tr-cvel of Importance Weight Weight(ø)

Terms & Availability Somewhat Important (2,3,4) (2+a,4-a)
Quality Important (5,6,7) (5+ø,7-a)

Backed By Very Important (6,7,8) (6+a,8-ø)
Liquidity Important (5,6,7) (5+a,7-a)

lncome Frequenry Very important (6,7, 8) (6+a,8-a)
Trade Denominations SomevÍrat Unimportant (1,2,3) (l +ø, 3 -o)

Taxation Average Importance (3,4, 5) (3+ø,5-ø)
Other Characteristics Someu¡hat Important (2,3 ,4) (2+a,4-a)

Recomended For Average Importance (3,4, 5) (3+a,5-a)
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Table 5.16: Computation of Total Fv4 Score for Corporate Bonds(CB)

Criterion Weight (ø) Rating (ø) Score (ø): Weight (ø)SRating (ø)

Terms & Availability (2+a,4-a) (7+a,9-a) (14+9a+a2,36-l3a+a2)

Quality (5+ø,7-a) (5+ø,7-a) (25 + 10a + u2, 49 - l4a + a2)

Backed By (6+a,8-ø) (5+a,7-u) (30 + lla + az, 56 - l5a + a2)

Liçidity (5+a,7-ø) (5+ø,7-a) (25 + l0ø + a2, 49 -14a + a2)

Income Frequmcy (6+a,8-ø) (6+a,8-a) (36 + lLa + a2, 64 - l6a + a2)

Trade Denominations (l +a, 3 -a) (6+a,8-a) (6+7a+a2,24-lla+az)
Taxation (3+a,5-ø) (4+a,6-a) (12 + 7a + a2, 30 - lla + a2)

Other Characteristics (2+a,4-ø) (4+a,6-a) (8+6ø +a2,24-lÙa+a2)
Recomended For (3+ø,5-ø) (4+a,6-a) (72 +7a + a2, 30 - lla + a2)

Total Fuzy Score (168 + 79a +9a2,362 - 115¿ +9a2)

Defining the interval of confidence at level ø, the total fuzzry score is a parabolic fuzzry number

and is given as follows.

Totaf Fwzy Scorecs (ø)=(168 +79a+9a2,362- ll5ø+Sa2) V ø e [0, 1] (5.10.5)

The membership function for the Corporate Bonds with parabolic curvature is given as shown

below.

p""(score) 

{

n5-[ /361Score) + 193

l8
0

Score < 168

168SScore<256

256<Score<362

Score > 362

18

if
if

if
if

Now if we let q, : 0 and ø = 1, in the equation (5.10.3), we get in terms of a fiv,zy number

the total fuzzy score for the CB.

Pcs : (168,256,362)

Approximating the Total Fvzzy Scorecs by a T.F.N., we obtain the following ø'cut.
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Pcs(a) = (168 + 88ø,362- 106a) (5.10.6)

The membership function for the approximated Total Fuz-ry Sconecs is given by:

(o
I score-tos

p*(score¡= { 
--_ET-

| 362 -Score

lT6-t0

if
if

if
if

Score < 168

168<Score<256

256<Score<362

Score > 362

In Table 5.17 below, columns l-8 are interpreted as follows.

Column I : values of the left part of equation 5.T2.1for V ø e [0, 1] and gives parabolic

cuwatt¡Ie.

Column 2 = values of the right pa¡t of equation 5.12.1for V ø e [0, l] and gives parabolic

curvature.

Column 3 = values of the left part of equation 5.12.2 for V ø e [0, l] and gives zero

curvature.

Column 4 = values of the right part of equation 5.12.2 for V a e [0, 1] and gives zero

curvature.

Column 5 : the difference between column 3 and column 1.

Column 6 = the difference between column 4 and column 2..

Column 7 : computation of left percentage error o/ú,y =
Column3- Columnnllrnn

Columnn I I

Column 8 : computation of right percentage error %oe¡ =
Column4 - Columnn2 l.rOO

Columnn 2 I
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Table 5.17: Error Analysis for Tot¿l Fuzzy Scores Corporate Bonds(CB)

I 2 J 4 5 o 7 8

a læft Scorinq Right Scoring Left Scoring Right Scoring Error Error o/oBrror %oBnot

Curvature Curvah¡re TFN TFN (3-l) (4-2)
0 168 362 168 362 0 0 0 0.0

0.1 175.99 350.39 176.8 351.4 0.81 0.81 0.5 0.2

0.2 184. l6 339.36 185.6 340.8 t.44 1.44 0.8 0.4

0.3 192.51 328.31 194.4 330.2 1.89 1.89 t.0 0.6

0.4 201.75 317.44 203.2 319.6 2.16 2.t6 l.l 0.7

0.5 218.64 306.75 2t2 309 2.25 2.25 1.1 0.7

0.6 227.71 296.24 220.8 298.4 2.16 2.16 1.0 0;1

0.7 236.96 285.91 229.6 287.8 1.89 r.89 0.8 0.7

0.8 246.96 275.76 238.4 277.2 1.44 1.44 0.6 0.5

0.9 246.39 265.79 247.2 266.6 0.81 0.81 0.3 0.3

1.0 256 256 256 256 0 0 0.0 0.0

kr this case we see that both the left and right maximum percent errors are small. Therefore,

using the T.F.N. approximation in this case is usefi¡I.

5.9 tsomd Selectåon for ImvestnmexrÉ

Since the effor analysis clearly shows that the maximum values of errors and the

percentage errors between the parabolic fr:zzy numbers and the approximated fr,vzy numbers

are small, therefore, for selecting the bond in which investment could be made, we rank the

approximated T.F.N.'s using various ranking techniques gtven in Chapter l.

R,anking Method 1. Kaufinann & Gupta [35]

(AON)r =W for i:DSB,FB,CB.
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Table 5.18. Rating for Each Decision Criæria and Each Decision Alternative Combination

Criterion Fvøy Number AOn{

Discount Saving Bonds (DSB). (175,262,367) 266.5

Federal Bonds (FB). (219,318,435) 322.5

Corporate Bonds (CB). (168,256,362) 273.25

We observe that in this case the FB are the bonds with the hiehest ndex322.5.

Ranking Meúhod 2. Chang's Ranking Index ( Komolananij [a0] )

for i : DSB, FB, CB

Table 5.19. Rati"e for Each Decision Criteria and Each Decision Alternative Combination

Criterion Fuzzy Number Indexi

Discount Saving Bonds (DSB) (175,262,367) 28928

Federal Bonds (FB) (219, 3lg, 435) 34992

Corporate Bonds (CB) (168,256,362) 25414

we observe that in this case the FB are the bonds with the highest ndex34992.

Ranking Method 3. Chiu and Park Ranking Index (Chiu and Park [17] )

Let wt and w2 represents the weights associated with the fu2ry number whose ranking index

has to be computed. Then,

Indexi : 
( âr¡ * ÍIzi-* âg¡ )wtt * w¡2 â2¡ for i = DSB, FB. CB.

w, and w2 8rê the weights.

Chui and Pa¡k believe that the weight w,, should be taken as I and the weight w,, should

range between 0 and I and the most likely possible value is 0.5. Index¡ can be rewritten as
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Indexi :ot[ (a'¡+a-2i +agi) 

]*u'

Table 5.20. Rating for Each Decision Criæria and Each Decision Alüernative Combination

Criterion Fuzy Number [ndex¡

Discount Saving Bonds (DSB) (175,262,367) 396

Federal Bonds (FB) (219,319,435) 480

Corporate Bonds (CB) (168,256,362) 387

In this case we observe that the FB a¡e the bonds with the hiehest index of 480.

Criterion Fuzy Number Index¡z

Discount Saving Bonds (DSB). (t75,262,367) 397.5

Federal Bonds (FB). (219,318,435) 481.5

Corporate Bonds (CB). (168,256,362) 388.5

Ranking Method 4. Chui and Park weighted Ranking Index Z ltTl

l- ar¡ * a", Ilndex¡1 :w¡l | +-r¡- l+w2 ar1'-L ' )
\¡/here w1represents the weight associated with the values of a1¡, a3¡ and w,, represents the

weight associated with a¡¡.

Chui and Park believe that the weight w,, should be taken as 1 and the weight w,, should

range between 0 and I and the most likely possible value is 0.5. h this case, Index¡r can be

rewritten as

r-'r^.1
Index¡z : .51 

ori las¡ 
| *"r,L¿J

Table 5.21. Ratittg for Each Decision Criteria and Each Decision Alternative Combination

In this case we observe that the FB are the bonds with the highest index of 481.5.
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Thus, keeping in view the fact that according to the ranking criteri4 the T.F.N. with the highest

rank is the best altemative, we observe that all the fou¡ methods used above vield that the

Federal Bonds are the most atfractive bonds.

5.1{} Coalcår¡sion¡

Most scoring problems deal with futu¡e and often uncertain and imprecise data. To cope

this uncertainty, frrzzy sets theory has been applied to the traditional deterministic approach for

scoring models by dealing with uncertain data using triangular fuzzy numbers. The main

contribution of this chapter is the application of fuzzy sets theory to the scoring problem and

their application in Bond Selection Problem. An numerical example of a bond selection

problem with fuzzy data is considered using the fuzzry scoring moder.
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Chapten 6

CONCT-USTON. CONTRTtsUTTTN ^4.NÞ
R.EA0nÁT$/mNÐAT'I0Ns

In the present chapter, we summarize ûte contributions and conclusions of this dissertation.

Finally, we give some recommendations for fi.rther research on the problems considered in this

dissertation.

6.1 Co¡¡clusioxe amd Comtributüom

Probabilistic models and the models using fuzzry sets and fvzzy logic describe different

aspects of uncertainty. Probabilistic models primarily describe random variability in parameters. In

contrast, models using fu2ry sets and fuzzy logic incorporate vagueness, imprecision, and

subjective judgement. The data set of forecasted values rarely if ever turn out to be crisply correct.

Therefore, the models based on precise knowledge of forecasted values have restricted practical

applications. This thesis deals with such a problem through frù?zy set theory approach. Based on

the results presented in this thesis, we conclude that fuzzry sets theory approach offers added

advantage of flexibility of dealing with uncertainty involved in the net present value problen¡

capital asset pricing models, and the weighted scoring models. We propose various frrzzy

techniques to certain existing deterministic models and arrive at more flexible solutions than

normally obtained in their counterparts under crisp environment. It appears that the frrzzy ranking

method is significantly more flexible than the non-fu22ry based prediction methods. Thus, the major

contribution of the present thesis is that the results obtained here, using the theory of fr¿zzy sets and

fuzzy logrc, provide more flexible and satisfactory solutions versus the results obtaibed using their
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nsp æunterparts.

Chapter 3. Kellison [38] obtained the net present value formula under crisp environment

Iowever, one underlying assumption in the model by Kellison [38] and other researchers, is that

he underlying data is deterministically known. Under frrzzy environments, the net present value

'ormula is formulated on the line of Kaufinann and Gupta [34, 35]. We extend the existing

iormulation of net present value by Kaufinann and Gupta [31] to incorporate fuzziness in all the

larameters.

Chapter 4. If there is limited information about va¡iability, it is possible to use probabilistic

nodels by making suitable assumptions on the statistics of the variability. However, it has been

:epeatedly shown that using these assumptions often ent¿il serious errors in the final results. Fuzzy

;et models, appear to be well suited for problems where little is known about the uncertainty

nvolving vagueness, imprecisior¡ and subjectivity. To capture uncertainty and risk in the net

present value model considered in this thesis, we use the fuzzy CAPM to obtain the fuzzy retum

and subsequentþ use it as the fuz-zy discount rate in the fuzzy net present value problem. Several

studies have compared frv.zy cash flows and probabilistic cash flow under uncertainty (for

example, see Brealey I l], Chiu and Park [7], Ross et al. [a9] etc.) . However, no study has used

thefuzzy retum from the fuzzy CAPM as ttre frrzzy discount rate nthefizzy NPV problem. This

is the main achievement of this chapter.

Chapter 5. We develop a fuzzified version of the weighted scoring model formula- Based on

the observations in the chapter we conclude that the friz.zy approach presented in this chapter offers

more flexibility and usefulness for the decision making process than the crisp approach formulated
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by Keeney and Raiffa [36, 37]. We observe that when there is imprecise and vague

information available, a fuzzy weighted scoring model provides a better and more flexible

decision in certain multicriteria decision making problems like Bond Selection Problem..

6.2 R.ecormxmesrdatåoms for Fa¡tunne Reseancül

A number of extensions are possible to the net present value problems add¡essed in

Chapters 3 and 4. The problem can be further extended to the case where the parameters

involved are taken as trapezoidalfuzzy numbers (Tr.F.N.'s) instead of triangular fuzzy number

(T.F.N.'s), and also if the data available is in terms of sheaves. Fuzzy selection processes are,

at present, largely confined to academic literature or to experimental applications, although

ideas about certain type of multi-criteria analysis based on fuzzy sets have been discussed by

many academics [7, 16, 17, 29,33, 34, 35, 41, 42,58, 59, 64, 651. for more than a decade.

Since it has been shown that fuzzy sets provide an explicit way of representing vagueness and

subjectivity in the decision makers mind , frrzz.y systems can also be easily implemented to

decision support systems in the a¡eas of bid preparation, investment portfolio, stock market

analysis, database management, medical diagnostic systems, pattem recognition" production

scheduling, cost-volume-profit analysis and counterfeit bank note detectors. Various other

results that exist in the a¡eas of investments, portfolio selectior¡ purchases with credit and

many other financial operations can be generalized using fuzzy sets and ñuzyloglc.

Chapter 3 a¡rd 4 could also be considered by incorporating the prior information using a

distribution with parameter ø and then updating the current information in such a way that the

resulting value of the membership function is derived from a posterior Bayesian setup in
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statistics (Thavaneswara¡r and Heyde [56]), because a posterior Bayes' estimate is superior to

the Minimum Mean Square Estimate (MMSE) estimate as established and proved by

Thavaneswaran and Heyde [56].
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CASB 1.

This is the case when the capital investment, expected eamings and discount rate are all

fuzzy and different.

ü I
( l.l3 - 0.03ø )

I
( 1.08 + 0.024 )

0 0.8850 0.92s9

0.1 0.8873 0.9242

0.2 0.8897 0.9225

0.3 0.8921 0.9208

0.4 0.8945 0.9191

0.5 0.8969 0.9r74

0.6 0.8993 0.9158

0.7 0.9017 0.9141

0.8 0.9042 0.9124

0.9 0.9066 0.9107

0.909r 0.9091

C[
( l.l3 - 0.034 X l.ls - 0.034 )

I
( 1.08 + 0.02a X 1.09 +0.02a )

0 0.769527 0.8495

0.1 0.773593 0.84s6

0.2 0.777692 0.8417

0.3 0.781824 0.8379

0.4 0.785988 0.8340

0.5 0.790186 0.8303

0.6 0.794417 0.8265

0.7 0.798683 0.8228

0.8 0.802983 0.8190

0.9 0.807318 0.8154

0.81 1688 0.8117



li4

ü, ( 1.13 - 0.03a )( 1.ls -0.03a )(t.tz - 0.02a )

0 0.68708

0.1 0.69194

0.2 0.69686

0.3 0.70182

0.4 0.t0682
0.5 0.71 I 88

0.6 0.71698

0.7 0.72214

0.8 0.72734

0.9 0.73259

1 0.73790

0 I
( 1.08 + 0.02a X 1.09 +0.02a X 1.07 + 0.03ø )

0 0.79390
0.1 0.78805

0.2 0.78225

0.3 0.77652

0.4 0.77084

0.5 0.76521

0.6 0.7s964

0.7 0.75413

0.8 0.74866
u.9 0.74326

U.IJ I9Q
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ü, -3000 + 10004 2000 + 10004

0 -3000.0 2000.0

0.1 -2900.0 2100.0

0.2 -2800.0 2200.0

0.3 -2700.0 2300.0

0.4 -2600.0 2400.0

0.5 -2500.0 2500.0

0.6 -2400.0 2600.0

0.7 -2300.0 2700.0

0.8 -2200.0 2800.0

0.9 -2100.0 2900.0
I -2000.0 3000.0

0, 1000 + 1000a I 000 + 500a

0 1000.0 r 000.0

0.1 r 100.0 1050.0

0.2 1200.0 I100.0

0.3 1300.0 1150.0

0.4 1400.0 r200.0

0.5 1500.0 1250.0

0.6 1600.0 1300.0

0.7 1700.0 ! 350.0

0.8 1800.0 1400.0

0.9 1900.0 1450.0

I 2000.0 1500.0

C[ 1000 + 1000ø 1000 + 500ø

0 1000.0 1000.0

0.1 I100.0 1050.0

0.2 1200.0 I100.0

0.3 1300.0 I 150.0

0.4 1400.0 1200.0

0.5 1500.0 1250.0

0.6 1600.0 1300.0

0.7 1700.0 1350.0

0.8 1800.0 1400.0

0.9 1900.0 1450.0

I 2000.0 1500.0
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CI -1000 - 1000a 4000 - 1000ø

0 -r 000.0 4000.0

0.1 -l100.0 3900.0

0.2 -1200.0 3 800.0

0.3 -1300.0 3700.0

0.4 -1400.0 3600.0

0.5 -1500.0 3s00.0

0.6 -1600.0 3400.0

0.7 -1700.0 3300.0

0.8 -1800.0 3200.0

0.9 -1900.0 3 100.0

t -2000.0 3000.0

ü, 2500 - 500ø 2000 - 500a

0 2500.0 2000.0

0.1 2450.0 1950.0

0.2 2400.0 1900.0

0.3 2350.0 1850.0

0.4 2300.0 1800.0

0.5 22s0.0 1750.0

0.6 2200.0 1700.0

0.7 2150.0 r650.0

0.8 2100.0 1600.0

0.9 2050.0 1550.0

2000.0 1s00.0
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ü, 2500 - 5004 2000 - 5004

0 2500.0 2000.0

0.1 2450.0 19s0.0

0.2 2400.0 1900.0

0.3 2350.0 1850.0

0.4 2300.0 r 800.0

0.5 2250.0 1750.0

0.6 2200.0 1700.0

0.7 2150.0 16s0.0

0.8 2100.0 1600.0

0.9 20s0.0 15s0.0

I 2000.0 1500.0

C[ 1000 + 5004 2000 - 5004

0 1000.0 2000.0

0.1 r050.0 1950.0

0.2 1100.0 1900.0

0.3 1150.0 1850.0

0.4 1200.0 1800.0

0.5 1250.0 17s0.0

0.6 1300.0 1700.0

0.7 13 50.0 1650.0

0.8 1400.0 1600.0

0.9 1450.0 1550.0

I 1500.0 1500.0

q FNPVr(a) FNPVn(a)

0 226.5 6415.2

0.1 540.8 6112.8

0.2 857. I 5811.9

0.3 t175.2 5512.5

0.4 1495.3 5214.6

0.5 1817.3 4918.2

0.6 2t4t.3 4623.2

0.7 2467.3 4329.7

0.8 2795.3 4037.6

0.9 3125.4 3746.8

I 3457.5 3457.5
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Fig 41.1: FNPV (a), Case I

Fuzzy Net Present Value Case I
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CASE 2.

This is the case when the capital investment and expected earnings are all fuzzy and

different. The discount rate beingfuzzy and identical throughout the Iife of the investmenr.

C[
I

( 1.13 - 0.03ø )

I

( 1.08 + 0.02a)

0. 0.8850 0.9259
0.1 0.8873 0.9242
0.2 0.8897 0.9225
0.3 0.8921 0.9208
0.4 0.8945 0.919t
0.5 0.8969 0.9174
0.6 0.8993 0.91s 8

0.7 0.9017 0.9141
0.8 0.9042 0.9t24
0.9 0.9066 0.9107
I 0.9091 0.9091

c[ ( l.l3 - 0.034 )2
I

( 1.08 + 0.02a)2

0 0.783t47 0.8573
0.1 0.787322 0.8542
0.2 0.791s30 0.8510
0.3 0.795772 0.8479
0.4 0.800049 0.8448

0.5 0.804360 0.8417

0.6 0.808706 0.8386

0.7 0.813087 0.8355

0.8 0.817504 0.8325
0.9 0.82t957 0.8295
I 0.826446 0.8264
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CI

I
( l.l3 - ü03a )3

I
( 1.08 + 0.02a )3

0 0.69305 0.793 8

0.1 0.69860 0.7894

0.2 0.70421 0.7851

0.3 0.70988 0.7807

0.4 0.71561 0.7764

0.5 0.72140 0.7722

0.6 0.72725 0.76't9

0.7 0.7331'l 0.7637

0.8 0.7391s 0.7596
0.9 0.74520 0.75s4
I 0.75 l3 1 0.7513

ct,
-3000 + 1000ø 2000 + 10004

0 -3000.0 2000.0

0.1 -2900.0 2100.0

0.2 -2800.0 2200.0

0.3 -2700.0 2300.0

0.4 -2600.0 2400.0

0.5 -2500.0 2s00.0

0.6 -2400.0 2600.0

0.7 -2300.0 2700.0

0.8 -2200.0 2800.0

0.9 -2100.0 2900.0

1 -2000.0 3000.0

ü,
1000+ 1000a 1000 + 500a

0 1000.0 1000.0

0.1 I100.0 1050.0

0.2 1200.0 I100.0

0.3 1300.0 I 150.0

0.4 1400.0 1200.0

0.5 1500.0 1250.0

0.6 1600.0 1300.0

0.7 1700.0 t 3 s0.0

0.8 1800.0 1400.0

0.9 1900.0 1450.0

2000.0 1500.0
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tl -1000 - 1000ø 4000 - 1000a

0 -1000.0 4000.0

0.1 I100.0 3900.0
0.2 -1200.0 3 800.0

0.3 -1300.0 3700.0

0.4 -1400.0 3600.0
0.5 1500.0 3500.0
0.6 -1600.0 3400.0

0.7 -1700.0 3300.0
0.8 -1800.0 3200.0
0.9 -1900.0 3100.0
I -2000.0 3000.0

ü 2500 - 500a 2000 - 500ø

0 2500.0 2000.0

0.1 2450.0 1950.0

0.2 2400.0 1900.0

0.3 2350.0 1850.0

0.4 2300.0 1800.0

0.5 2250.0 1750.0

0.6 2200.0 1700.0

0.7 2150.0 1650.0

0.8 2100.0 r600.0

0.9 2050.0 1550.0
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Fig At.2: FNPV (a), Case 2

ü FNPV¡(a) FNPVn(ø)

0 246.1 6434.'l
0.1 562.9 6136.6
0.2 881.8 s839.6
0.3 1202.6 5543.9
0.4 rs25.5 5249.4
0.5 1850.4 4956.1

0.6 2177.5 4664.0

0.7 2s06.7 4373.0
0.8 2838.0 4083.2
0.9 3171.5 3794.6
I 3507.1 3507.1

Fig 41.2 : F'ltlPV(o) Case 2

Fuzzy Net Present Value (Case 2)
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CASE 3.

In (3.3.1 ) when A¡ (ø): (P.i(ø), Q¡(ø)) 0 < a <1 V j: 0,1,2,. . .,n

and " r " the return being non-fuzzy and equal throughout the life of the investment.

û,
-3000 + 10004 2000 + 10004

0 -3000.0 2000.0

0.1 -2900.0 2100.0

0.2 -2800.0 2200.0

0.3 -2700.0 2300.0

0.4 -2600.0 2400.0

0.5 -2500.0 2500.0

0.6 -2400.0 2600.0

0.7 -2300.0 2700.0

0.8 -2200.0 2800.0

0.9 -2100.0 2900.0

I -2000.0 3000.0

ü,
1000 + 1000ø 1000 + 500ø

0 1000.0 1000.0

0.1 1100.0 1050.0

0.2 1200.0 I100.0

0.3 1300.0 I150.0

0.4 1400.0 1200.0

0.5 1500.0 1250.0

0.6 1600.0 1300.0

0.7 1700.0 r350.0

0.8 1800.0 1400.0

0.9 1900.0 1450.0

I 2000.0 1500.0
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û,
-1000 - 10004 4000 - 1000a

0 -1000.0 4000.0
0.1 -1100.0 3900.0
0.2 -1200.0 3800.0
0.3 1300.0 3700.0
0.4 -1400.0 3600.0
0.5 -1500.0 3500.0
0.6 -1600.0 3400.0
0.7 -1700.0 3300.0
0.8 -1800.0 3200.0
0.9 -1900.0 3100.0
I -2000.0 3000.0

0
2500 - 5004 2000 - 500ø

0 2500.0 2000.0
0.1 2450.0 1950.0
0.2 2400.0 1900.0
0.3 2350.0 1850.0
0.4 2300.0 1800.0

0.5 22s0.0 1750.0
0.6 2200.0 1700.0

0.7 2150.0 16s0.0
0.8 2100.0 1600.0

0.9 2050.0 1550.0

I 2000.0 1500.0

rr:1.1025 rz : 1.1200 r¡ = 1.0975
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Fig Al.3: FNPV (c), Case 3

Ftzzy Net Fresent Value (Case 3)

1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 7000.0

Corresponding Fuzzy Net Present Value

û,

0 395.9 6205.1

0.1 707.1 s935.3

0.2 r 018.2 s665.s

0.3 1329.3 s395.7

0.4 1640.4 512s.9

0.5 1951.5 4856. I
0.6 2262.7 4s86.3

0;l 2573.8 43t6.5
0.8 2884.9 4046;7

0.9 3 r96.0 3776.9

I 3 507.1 3507. I
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]ASE 4.

This is the case when we take the discount rate r¡, j : 1, 2, . .., n to be different but

rcn-fuzzy,.

ü, -3000 + 1000a 2000 + 1000a

0 -3000.0 2000.0

0.1 -2900.0 2100.0

0.2 -2800.0 2200.0

0.3 -2700.0 2300.0

0.4 -2600.0 2400.0

0.5 -2500.0 2500.0

0.6 -2400.0 2600.0

0.7 -2300.0 2700.0

0.8 -2200.0 2800.0

0.9 -2100.0 2900.0
I -2000.0 3000.0

ü, 1000 + 10004 1000 + 500a

0 1000.0 1000.0

0.1 I100.0 1050.0

0.2 1200.0 1100.0

0.3 1300.0 I150.0

0.4 1400.0 1200.0

0.5 1500.0 1250.0

0.6 1600.0 1300.0

0.7 1700.0 1350.0

0.8 1800.0 1400.0

0.9 1900.0 1450.0

I 2000.0 1500.0
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ü, 1000 - 1000a 4000 - 1000a

0 -1000.0 4000.0
0.1 1100.0 3900.0
0.2 -1200.0 3 800.0
0.3 -1300.0 3700.0
0.4 -1400.0 3600.0
0.5 -rs00.0 3500.0
0.6 -1600.0 3400.0
0.7 -1700.0 3300.0
0.8 1800.0 3200.0
0.9 -1900.0 3100.0
I -2000.0 3000.0

0
2500 - 500a 2000 - 5004

0 2500.0 2000.0
0.1 2450.0 1950.0

0.2 2400.0 1900.0

0.3 2350.0 1850.0

0.4 2300.0 1800.0

0.5 2250.0 1750.0

0.6 2200.0 1700.0

0.7 2150.0 1650.0

0.8 2100.0 1600.0

0.9 2050.0 1550.0

I 2000.0 1500.0
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ü, FNPVr(a) FNPV¡(ø)

0 361.8 6128.5
0.1 670.4 5860.5
0.2 979.0 5592.4
0.3 t287.6 5324.3
0.4 I 596.1 50s6.2
0.5 t904.7 4788. r

0.6 2213.3 4520.0
0;1 2521.9 4251.9
0.8 2830.5 3983.8
0.9 3139.1 3715.7
I 3447.6 3447.6

1.2
at)

=1CJI

d 0.g
Þt)

E 0.6

* 0.4
0)¡r
á 0.2
U

0

Fig 41.4: FNPV (a), Case 4

Fuzzy Net Present Value (Case 4)

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Corresponding Fuzzy Net Fresent Value
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CASE 5.

This is the case when A¡(a) : A¡ V j : 0, 1,2,. ., n and non fuzzy but the discount

rate is fuzzy and equal throughout the life of the investment.

ü,

I
( l.l3 - 0.03ø )

I
( 1.08 + 0.024 )

0 0.88s0 0.9259
0.1 0.8873 0.9242

0.2 0.8897 0.9225

0.3 0.892r 0.9208

0.4 0.894s 0.9191

0.5 0.8969 0.9174
0.6 0.8993 0.9158

0.7 0.9017 0.914t
0.8 0.9042 0.9124
0.9 0.9066 0.9107

I 0.909r 0.9091

0
I

( l.l3 - 0.03ø X l.ls - 0.034 )
( 1.08 + 0.02a X 1.09 + 0.024 )

0 0.769527 0.8495

0.1 0.773593 0.8456

0.2 0.777692 0.84t7
0.3 0.781824 0.8379

0.4 0.785988 0.8340

0.5 0.790186 0.8303

0.6 0.7944t7 0.8265

0.7 0.798683 0.8228

0.8 0.802983 0.8190

0.9 0.807318 0.8154

I 0.811688 0.81l7



1iû

cl ( 1.13 - 0.0

0 0.68708
0.1 0.69194
0.2 0.69686
0.3 0.70182
0.4 0.70682
0.5 0.71 188

0.6 0.71698
0:7 0.72214
0.8 0.72734
0.9 0.73259

0.73790

C[ ( 1.0S + 0.024 X 1.09 + 0.02a X 1.07 + 0.034 )

0 0.79390
0.1 0.78805
0.2 0.78225
0.3 0.77652
0.4 0.77084
0.5 0.7652r
0.6 0.75964
0.7 0.75413
0.8 0.74866
0.9 0.74326

I 0.73790
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C[ FNPV¡(ø) FNPVn(ø)

0 3128.3 3561.4

0.1 3 150.3 3540.2

0.2 3172.5 3519.1
0.3 3194.8 3498.2

0.4 3217.3 3477.4
0.5 3240.0 3456.8
0.6 3262.8 3436.4
0.7 3285.9 3416.1
0.8 3309. I 339s.9
0.9 3332.5 3375.9

I 33s6.0 33s6.0

Fig 41.5: FNPV (a), Case 5

Fuzzy Net present value Case (5)

0.0

3100.00 3200.00 3300.00 3400.00 3500.00
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CASE 6.

This is the case when we take the discount rate r¡ , j : l, 2, . . . ,n to be equal and fuzzy,and

A.i, j : 0, 1, 2,. . ., n different and non fuzzy.

0, ( 1.13 - 0.03a )

I

( lX8 . OJrr )

0 0.8850 0.9259
0.1 0.8873 0.9242
0.2 0.8897 0.9225
0.3 0.8921 0.9208
0.4 0.8945 0.9191
0.5 0.8969 0.91'14
0.6 0.8993 0.9158
0.7 0.9017 0.9141
0.8 0.9042 0.9124
0.9 0.9066 0.9 r 07
I 0.9091 0.909r

C[ ( 1.13 - 0.03ø )2 ( 1.08 + 0.02ø)2

0 0.783 r 0.8573
0.1 0.7873 0.8542
0.2 0.7915 0.85 r 0

0.3 0.7958 0.8479
0.4 0.8000 0.8448

0.5 0.8044 0.8417

0.6 0.8087 0.8386

0.7 0.8 l3 r 0.8355

0.8 0.817s 0.8325
0.9 0.8220 0.8295

I 0.8264 0.8264



IJJ

0, ( t.l3 - 0.034 )3 ( 1.08 + 0.02ø )3

0 0.693 r 0.793 8

0.1 0.6986 0.7894

0.2 0.7042 0.7851

0.3 0.7099 0.7807

0.4 0.7156 0.7764

0.5 0.7214 4.7722

0.6 0.7273 0.7679

0.7 0.7332 0.7637

0.8 0.7392 0.7s96

0.9 0.7452 0.7554

I 0.75 l3 0.75 l3

0 FNPVr(ø) FNPVp(a)

0 3162.8 3576.0

0.1 3 1 86.1 3558.4

0.2 3209.5 3540.8

0.3 3233.1 3523.3

0.4 3256.9 3506.0

0.5 3280.9 3488.7

0.6 3305.0 347r.5

0.7 3329.4 3454.5

0.8 3354.0 3437.5

0.9 3378.8 3420.6

I 3403.8 3403.8
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Fig 41.6: FNPV (ø), Case 6

Fuzzy Net present value Case (6)
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APPEI{Ðffi 2

Case2:Crisp

þ) Ouþut For p the Crisp Systematic Risk Parameter



t36

Computation of B, the Systematic R'isk Farameter'

where,

n = the number of periods under consideration'

R, : Representthe actualreturnthrough differentperiods i of time' i= l' 2' "'' fl'

F = Beta represent the amount of systematic risk'

Rmi = Represent the market return on the investment during period i' i = I '2' ' ' ' ' fr'

R¡ : Represent the mean value of the actual return through different periods i

of time, i:1,2, - " ,0,

Rmi : Represent the mean value of the market return on the investment during

periodi, i:1,2,"',1,

Observed stock returns and ma¡ket
retums for period i =l to i = 60

Period Rm Ri
4.6547 -3.4803

2 2.67t6 -9.1346
4.5772 -2.6455

4 -0.7914 -8. r 522

5 3.9531 t1.49't
6 1.7648 -0.2584
1 r.9416 -8.8083
8 -2.131 r -l t.3636
9 0.2889 0.3205

l0 1.5584 5.1 I l8
ll 4.5304 41.6413

t2 t.tz33 -3.0043

t3 5.4076 2r.9027
l4 -0.6986 -2.1779



0.7s22 I3.543 6
6 3.5334 t4.17 t2

1.94t7 I 1.6173
8 -3.8565 -8.9286
9 -2.2783 -33.t092

20 +.).+ I ¿ 3t.742
zl 2.870s 9.4723
22 5.8 t64 -t.¿t to

7.4632 -5.1't65
¿.1 r.4899 -3.598
25 3.0800 20.3346
26 0.7899 -7.0588
27 -4.9956 -9.0909
28 2.1608 t2.9t14
29 6.7846 23.3184
30 0.8715 7.6364
3l 6.833 8 zt.62L6
32 -3.8660 -12.t528
JJ 6.4799 30.75 t

34 -2.8 t 06 -9.t294
35 -4.8168 -19.22E2
36 2.8661 - 17.5453

0.01l3 -24.0759
38 5.8549 -r2.2368
39 6.5705 13.1934
40 L4089 r 0.9934
4l -0.98 r2 - t.6706
A'az -2.9367 -r4.6845
43 -5.91l0 - r 0.0996
44 -20.2082 -6.803 8

45 1.5081 -6.7912
46 r 0.5833 15.4827
47 2. I 840 41.9558
48 2.2395 3.5556
49 3.7561 t4.3777
50 -6.1946 -30.863
5l 4.5 163 27.5441
52 6.3189 t4.8936
53 -2.4648 -23. I 48 I
54 2.4594 1.2048
55 1.0123 4.7619
56 1.5566 2.5
57 -0.1878 -7.439
58 4.2902 -24.5059
59 3.6797 t6.2304
60 11.7349 -0.7508

Mean t.276 t.666
St Dev 4.825 16.589

l'r7

I I t.663
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A,PFENI}D( 3

Case 2 :Fuz'zy

(b) Ouþut For p theFuzry Systematic Risk Pa¡ameter



Frrzzy Number Analysis

Computation of [Ç(a) - R.(a) l, the d¡fference between the a - cuts for

market retums and the a-cuts for the average market retums.

Period

CrispMonthly
market

returns

I

2

3

4.655

4

l:uzzy triangular rePresentation

of the market returns

2.672

5

6

4.577

-0.791

Column A

8

3.953

t- 4.855. - 4.4s5, - 4,847)

9

1.765

q
I

1.942

-2.r31

( t.672.2.672, 3.672)
ø.07't. - 4.57'.1, - 5.s77)

0.289

.,

(-0.991. - 0.791, 0.209)

- t.558

3

4.530

11 7s1 1 q51 4 q53)

4

5

rl sfs | 765 ).1251

t.123

(- 3.f 3t, -2.131, - l.l3l)

6

5.408

îa^) | 94) ).942ì

a - Cut for market returns

-0.699

(- 0.7l l, 0.289, 1.289)

0.752

I

(-0.275, - 1.558, -0.558)

3.533

9

(- 3,530. 4.530, 5.53(')

20

t.942

(-4.855 +0.2cr, - 4.4847 -0.2ct)

Column B

-3.857

2l

(0. 123. 1.123, 2.123)

-2.278ffi
22

23

24

ta Átrq 5 dOR 6 4ll,{l
(-r. 199, -0.699, o.3ol)

(4.077 + 0.5cr, - 5.577 -a)
(1.672+a,3.62 -cr)

(- 0.248. 0.752, 1.752)

2.870

(-0.991 +l o, - 0.209 -ct)

(3.508. 3.s33, 3.558)

5.8 l6

ß.753 + 0.2c , 4.593 -a)
( f .515 +0.25 u , 2.125 -0'36tt)

G 4.457. - 3.857, - 2.857)
rc.942. 1.942, 2.942)

7.463

- | .490

t-1 )1e, -) 77P, - | 27Íl'.l

rc.942+a,2.942 -ø)

(3.347, 4.347, 5.?47)

(-3.131+ o. -1.231 -a)

o - Cut fr¡r the difference between

the market returns and the c¿ - cuts for

the average market returns.

n a1n , ß70 1 870)

(- 0.7f I + cl , l.!óe -cr)
G 0.275 +l.2 o, - 0.558-lct)

13.816.5.ÜlÓ, O.ðlo)

rc.963, 7.463,7.963)
i-z.aso. - l.4eo, -q.49q--

f- 3-530+ c¿- 5.530-a)

G7.020+ 1.0894, -4.4847 -1.038o)

(cr) - R-¡(a

(O,123+ t. '¿.1¿J-a

Column C

(4.40E+ cl. ó.4Uð- ol
(- I . t99+ 0.5cr, 0.30l-c)

G0.494 1.889cr . 3.233 -1.838c)

(3.50lt+ 0.254, 3.558-0.25 a)

(1.912+ 1.3894, -5.139 -1.8384)

(- 0.248+ a, 1.752-a)

G3.157 + l.()89o, - 0.230 -1.838ct)

(- 4.457+ 0.6s, - 2.857-rr)

(1.588+ l.089cr , -4.515 -1.8384)

(0.942+ s., 2.942-s.l

(-0,650 + Ll39cr, 1.687 -l.l98ct)

G 3.278+ a, - 1.278-o')

(-1.224 +1.889ct, 2.503 -1.838o)
G5.296 + l.889cr , -1.569 -1.838ø)

(2.J'lU+ U.)cr, 5.ó tv-cf)

(- 2.876+ 1 .8894 , 0.851 - 1.8384)

G 4.924 + 2.0894 , -0.997 - 1.8384)

(3.8 l6+ 2cr, 6.tl l6--c)
/Á oÁ1¡ fì 5n 7 96i -0.5o)

( | .365+ L8894, 5.092-1.8384)

(- 2.490+ c, -u.!!!:sl

G2.(142+ l.tl89a, 1.685-1 .838ct

( ?.¿l?-aì

Q.242+ 1.8894, 5.969- 1.83{ta)
(-3.364+ 1.8894, -0. 137- l.tt38c)
G 2.413+ l.8tt9a, 1.3 l4-1.838ct)
(1.343+ 0.9144, 3.120-0.863 a)
G1.224+1.889cr, 2.503-1.838ct)

G 6.622+ 1.889c, - 3.295- l.83tla)
(- 5.444+ 1.889cr. - 1.711-1.8384)

It.lll2+ 1.8894, 4.9119-1.838cr)

(4.79tt+ l.l8ea, z |?l--U]!e)

(0.205+ l.ltl9c, 3.432- 1.838c)

(/J

I Á5 | r. 2 Rtt9a- (t.3711- | .fl38cr)

(- 4.655 r | .tl89a, -0.92ti- | .ft38a)



27

28

29
30

4.996

3l

2.161

32

6.7U5

l3

0.871

34

6.834

-3.866

35

36

-5.996. -4.9e6. -3.9

6.480

-2.8l r

JI

0.ó61, 2.161, 2.66t)

38

-4.817

15.785. 6.785. 7.78-5)

39

G0.129.0.{r71. l.E7l)

2.866

40

0.0t1

(- 4.366. - 3.866. - 3.366)
t-5.834. 6,834. 7.834)

4l

5.855

42

6.s70

(5.840. 6.480, 7.480)
(- 3.8 il. - 2.¡ll l. - l,8l l )

43

t.409

(-5.rf f 7. -4.817. -3.817)

44

-0.98l

45

-2.937

fl.866. 2.n66. 3.866)

46

-5.9 t I

t-0.989. 0.01 1. I .0l l )

-20.208

47

( 4.855. 5.855. 6.855)

48

ß.2'.10. 6.570. 6.970)

t.s08

49

(0.4089, 1.409, 2.409)

-5.996+ c. - 3.996-s

t0.583

(1.661+0.5 a, 2.661-0.5ct)

G 1.281. - 0.98 l. - 0.681)

50

(-3.9367, -2.937, - 1.937)

2.184

5l

(- 6.9||0. - 5.91 l. -4.91 l)

2.239

(5.785+ c, 7.785-s.)

(- 20.708, - 20.208, - 19.208)

52

(-0.129+ cr. 1.87 | -ct)

3.756

G 4.366+ 0.5a. - 3.366-0.5a)

53

-6.t95

15.834+ a. 7.834-cr)

( r.008. r.508 l. - 4.455\

54

4.5 t6

(9.583, 10.5833, - 4.455)

55

(5.fJ40+ ct, 7.48O-ø'l

6.3 t9

(- 3.81 1+ 4. - l.8l l-a)

(1.f 84. 2.1840, - 4.455\

56

-2.465

(-5.8l7+ ct, - 3.817-u)

57

0.2395. 2.239, 3.239)

2.459

58

( I .866+ a. 3.866-a)

G6.215. - 6.1946, - 6.1 l5)
Q.756,3.7561 ,4.756)

t.012

(-0.989+ a, l.0l I-a)

59

- 1.557

60

14.855+ a. 6.855-ct)

-0. t 88

ß.270+ 0.3a. 6.970-0.44)

(3.56 t. 4.5 t63, 5.5 l6)
t5.3t9.6.3189. 7.319\

(- 1.28l+ 0.3cr, - 0.68 l - 0.34)

4.290

(-3.465. -2.4(15. - I.456)

-8.161+ 1.889a. - 4.434- l.u3tla

10.4089+ cr. 2.409-u"l

3.680

(0.504+1.389cr. 2.223-l.l38a)

0.459,2.459, -3.459)

I t.735

G 3.9367+ o.. - 1.937- c)

ß.619+1.889a. 7.346-1.838ct)

(- ó.91 l0.r a, - 4.9 | l - a)

(-2.5566, - 1.557, - 0.557)
(o.of 2, l.o)4, 2n)2)

(-2.294+ 1.889cr. | .433-l .838cr)

G20.7(18+ 0.54, - 19.208- a)

(3.669+ 1.889c¿, 7.396- 1.838c)

( | .008+0.5 a, - 4.455- 0.5ct)

(- r. r 88, - 0.1 88, 0.8 1 2)

(- 6.531+ 1 .389a, - 3.804- 1 .838q)

(3.290,4.2902, 5.290)

(3.3 l5+ | .889ct'. 7 .1142-1.838o)

(9.583+ a, - 4.455- o;)

G 5.976+ 1.889a. - 2.249-t.838ct)

Q.680. 3.680. 4.680)

( l.184+ cr, - 4.455- al

( 10.735. | 1.7 349, 12.7 35\

G7.982+1.889cr. - 4.255- 1.838c)

( 1.239.5+ cr, 3.239- a)

(-6.215+ 0.02c, - ó, I l5-0.04 a)

(_O.299+ 1.889c, 3.428-1.838ct)

(2.756+ s.. 4,756- u)

(-3.l54+ I.889cr, 0.573- | .838ct)
( 2.690+ 1.889cr. 6.417- 1.838ct)

(3.56l+ a, 5.5 i6- ct)

14.105+ l.l89a. 6.532-1.238ct)

(5.319+ a, 7 .319- a)

?l.756+ 1.889cr. 1.971- 1,8384)

(- 3.465+ a, - 1.456- o)

G3.446+ l.l89a. - l.l l9- l.l38a)
G 6]02+ I .8894. - 2.375- l.838ct)

I |,459+ cr. - 3.459- s.l

G 9.076+ l.E89a, - 5.349- 1.838o)

(0.0 f 2+ a. 2.012- a)
G 2.5566+ a, - 0.557- ct)

(- 22.873+ 1.3894, - 19.646- 1.8384)
(- f .157+ L389q, - 1.570- l. I38a)

(- I . 188+ a, 0.812- s.)

(7.418+ 1.8894, - l1.145- |.838ct)

ß.290+ o., 5.290- a)

(-0.981+ l.tl89ct, 2.746- 1 .838ct)

(2.680+ s., 4.680- a)
( 10.735+ a, 12.735- a)

G0.926+ I .889a. 2.801- | .838 a)
(0.591+ l.tl89cr. 4.318-1.838 ct)

(-8.380+ 0.909a. - 6.596-0.878 c)
(1.351+ cr, 5.078- 1.8384)

(3.154+ l.lJ89a, 6.881-1.838ct)
(5.630+ 1.889u, - 1.903- 1.8384)

(-0.706+1.889a, - 3.021- 1.838o)
(-2.153+ 1.8894, 1.574- | .838c)

(- 4.722+ 1.889s, - 0.995- 1.8384)
(-3.353+ 1.8894, 0.374- 1.838ct)
(1.125+ | .889a. 4.852- I .838o)
(0.515+ 1.8894. 4.242- l.838cr)
(8,570+ 1.889c, 12.297-1.838 a)

+È



F.uzzy Number Analysis

Computation of IRr¡(cr)-R,n¡(a)]2, the sguare of the difference

market retur¡ls and the cr-cuts for ttle average market returns.

I R,i(cr) - R,¡(c¿) 12

Months

2

J

4

5

o - Cut for the square of the difference between

the market rcturns and the average market returns.

6

(49.279 -15.286o+ l. l 85cr', 23.941 + l 0. l60o+ 1.077s-' )

8

(0.244 + 1.865c+ 3.567a' , 10.454 -l 1.887o+ 3.379a" )

I

(3.656+ 5.310o+ 1.929u" ,26.409 -18.893o+ 3.379a" )

l0

(9.965 + 6.874o+ l.l85a' , 0.053+ 0.844a+ 3.379a')

il

(2.521 + 3.457u"+ L l8.5cr' ,20.384 - 16.599s+ 3379a" )

t2

(0.423 + f .4E lu+ 1.297u" ,2.E45 4.042a+ | .435a" )

J

(1,497 + 4.622o+ 3.567a'

4

(28.05 | + 20.007a+ 3.567s.' ,2.461 + 5.770a+ 3.3'l9cr')

between the a-cuts for

5

(8.273 + 10.865a+ 3.567a" ,0,724 -3.1280+ 3.379a" )

6

(24.242 + 20.568a+ 4.363a¿ , 0.993 + 3.664a+ 3.379o¿

7

( | .864+ -5. | 57o+ 3.567 s.', 25.93 | - 18.722o+ 3.37 9a- )
(4.1 69 + 7.7 l3o+ 3.567 a¿

(5.028 + 8.47 l s.+ 3.567 a" 3 5.633 -21 .946a+ 3.37 9 a" )
( | | .3 l5 + 9.343a+ | .929a' , 0.019 + 0.503a+ 3379a' )

, 6.267 -9.204a+ 3.379a"

(5.823+ 9.llScr+ 3.567o.' ,1.726 -4.831c¿+ 3.379u- )

(f .804 +2.455o+ 0.83-54' ,9.'736 -5.387cr+ 0.745.r')

(1.497 + 4.622e+ 3.567o' ,6.267 -9.204o-+ 3379a' )

,2.840 -6. I 95a+ 3.379a

)

)

)

è



tö

r9

20

2l

22

23

24

..?J,o'îo a 17., lu\¡T ¿.¿¡uu r lv.uJv

25

(29.632 + 20.563 a+ 3.567 a", 2.947 + 6.3 1 | a+ 3.37 9 a' )

26

(1.3g7 + 4.465o.+ 3.567o.2 ,24.098 -18.048c¿+ 3.379a¿ )

27

(0.042+ 0.570a+ 1.929a¿ , I1,780 -12.6190.+3}f9t)

28

øne+ 9.540a+ 8.345ct2, 40.681 -23.449a+ 3.379a¿ )

29

fzl.oit + 13.326a+ 1.929a2 ,56.625 -20.1410+ 1,720t)

30

tu.aio + I ?.585a+ 3.567c-2 , 0.861 + 3.412o.+ 3.379a¿ )

3l

fOOoZ + 0.322a+ 3.567 a2, 13,262- E¡8rgf!291

32

tssqz i 8.973a+ 3.56702 ,1.827 -4.969a+ 3.379u¿ )

JJ

(66.599 + 30.827a+ 3.567a2 , 19.659 + 16.30 \q!ë2"')

34

(u254 + | À0la+ 1.929a' ,4.940 -5.949qt 1.290g1

35

tlrroo + 13.672a+ 3.567o2 ,53.9 9 -27ß09o* 3frgú )

36

þ, L

6n ¡ 8.665o+ 3.567a2 ,2.054 -5.269a+ 3.379a')

37

(13¿58 + ta858a+ 3.567o' ,54.694-27.190o*3frÑ

38

fn.øsi ì tg.t¿oo+ 1.929o.2 ,14.472+ 10.182"!1f09"')

39

tio.gaz + l2.52lo.+ 3.567s,2 ,49.586 -25.889o+ 3.3'79a')

40

(35.7 I 0 + 22.57 4a+ 3.567 o", 5.057 + 8.268a+ 3.379ø' )

@.7n+M5 3.567a2 , 18.105 * 15.6a3"* 3

4l
42

(0J90 * l.l30a+ 3.567c-2 , 11.750 -12]6V"+]]2ú )

43

(yr41 + lLrl4a+1.567a2 ,o.lzg -z.lola+ l.l79a- )

44

A.n4 + l0.l60o+ l.seio.z , 41.174 -23-591s-+ 3.379a¿ )

45

( 16J53 . qiooo* I .¿ t ¡cr2 , a2.670 -16.177o+ 1.533t )

46

f¡¡g5 + 6.0ß5a+ 3.567c-2 ,3.883-7.245a+ 3.379a')

(l lJ?8.8.194a+ l.4l3o2 ,1,253 *2.548o* lÐ5t)
(37.234 + 23.050cr+3.567o" , 5.640* 8.73|o', 3.

$Lng $4raeo'*
(521196- 63.jr I o+ t.lzgo', 385.98a * 7220o* 3 379û

$ß9 +n l4a+ I .929o' ,2.a65 -a,202o* 1390ú )

fsf.:oza* za.ÌZzo+ t.spi;Ì,tuzß -q0.97 s". 3

) Þ
f..)



48

49

50

5l

52

53

54

(0.857+ 3.497 a+ 3.567 a", 7 .847 - 10.299a+3.379a' )

))

(0.349 + 2.232a+ 3.56'7a"

56

(70.2?2 + 15.230q,+ 0.826a' ,43.466 + I 1.580o+ 0.77\a" )

5'l

(1.825 + 5.104c¿+ 3.567a" ,25:18',7 -18.669a+3 .379u')

58

(9.946 + I l.9l3cr+ 3.5674" ,47.344 -25.297a+ 3.379a')

59

(3 1.698 + 2l.26Ea+ 3.567 a", 3.622 + 6.997a+3.379a' )

60

(0.49S +2.666a+3.567a" ,9.128 -l l.l07a+ 3.379a" )

(4.635 + 8.l33a+ 3.567o! ,2.478 -5.787a+ 3.379o' )
(22.295+ 17.E37o.+ 3.56'1a" , 0.990 + 3.657a+ 3.379a' )
(11.243 + 12.666a+3.567a¿ ,0.140 -1.3754+ 3.379o")

| 8.644 - I 5.875a+ 3.3'7 9u")

(l .266 + 4.2500'+ 3.5 67 o.2, 23 .5 42 - I 7. 8 3 !q+_!3 Za'.)
(0.265 + |.944o+ 3.567ø¿ , l'7.990 -l5.5944+ 3.379u' )

(- 7 .020 + 32.372a+ 3.567 s." , 151 .207 45.209a+ 3 .379a' )

Computation of [R,n¡(c)-Rr¡(a)]2 , the square of the difference between the a-cuts for

market returns and the c-cuts for the average market returns.

[R,¡(a)-R",,¡(a)]2 = (1517.138 -329.679a + 185.955ø2, 1569.852 - 379.418ø + | 82.981a2

è



r uzJ trurrruçr ôrru¡JSrs

Computation of [R¡(Cf.) - Ri(Cf)l , the square of tlre difference between the ct-cuts for

stocks returns and the q-cuts for the avcrag,e stocks retums.

Months

CrispMonthly

stock
returns

2

_t

4

-3.41t03

)

Fuzzy triangular representation

oflhe slock returns

-9.13,16

6

-2,6455

1

-8. t 522

¡l

Column A

9

14.497

-0.2584

(-8.4tr03, -3.4803, 2.0197 )

0

-8.tt081

(- I (). I 35, -9.1346, -7.6346 \

- | l.l(136

(-3.646,-2.6455, - | . ¡ 455)

)

0.3205

(-9. f 52.-8.1522, -6.6522)

5.1 I l8

u3.4e7.t4.497, 1 5.997 )

4t.64t3

(- | .258,-0.2534, | .2416 )

5

-3.0043

6

(-9.8îrl,-8.¡i{'83, -7.3083)

21.9027

(-t2.364,-l | .3636,-9.f|ó3(r )

CX, - Cut for stock returns

-2.1779

8

(-0.6rì0.0.320-5, | .3205 )

t3.5436

9

(4.t | 18.5.1 | 18,6.61 l8 )

14.7712

20

(411.64 13,41.(t413,43. I 4 | 3 )

I t,6t73

2l

t-4.0043.-3.0043.- | .5043 )

(-8.4803+ 54, 2.0197 -5.54 )

-8.9286

22

(20.9027,?1.9027,23.4027 )

-33. | 092

23

(- 10. 135+ a, -7 .(t34(t -u )

_3. t7 7 9.-2. l'1 7 9, -0.67 7 9',)

24

31.742

G3.646+ cr.-1.1455 -a)

( t2.5436.13.5436. l 5.0436)

25

9.4723

(-9.152+ a, -6.(t522 -u)

u 3.77 12.1 4.7 7 t2.1 6.27 t2 )

-1.2776

(-1.258+ cr, 1.2416 -a )

( r0.6 t73. r r.6173. 13. l 173)

(13.497t.ct,15.997 -tr)

-5. I 765

(-9.9286,-8. 9286, -7 .4286)

G34.1 092.-33. | 092. -3 | .6092)

-3,598

(-9.808+ a, -7.301ì3 -.;,)

20.3346

Ct - Cut for the difference between

the stock returns and the cr - cuts for
the averaqe stock returns.

(-12.364+ a, -9.uó36 -u )

ß0.7 42.3 | .7 42, 33.242)

(-0.6t10+ a, 1.320.5 -a)

(8.4723 ,9 .4723 , 10.9723)

I R¡(c) - R¡(c¿

(4.1 l l8+ a, 6.6 | l8 -a)

G2.27 7 6 -- t .27 7 6. 0.2224\

G0.6413+ c.43.1413 -ct )

(--5.3?65.-5. l7 65. -4.87 65\

(- 11.723 t 6.571s-, -1.462 -6.608c)

(4.0043+ cr.-1.5043 -q. )

Column B

(20.9027 + a,23.402'l -¡u\

(-13.377+ 2.577a, -8.192 -2.6084)

(-8.598.-3.598. 1.402 )

F

( | 9.33 46.20.3346. 2 | .83 4)

(-3.1779+ o, -0.6779 -o.)

(-6.888 +2.577a, - 1.703 -2.6()8rt)
(-12.395 +2,577 s, -7.110 -2.60t1c)

(12.5436+ cr, 15.0436 -a)

( 10.254 + 2.571ct, 15.439 -2.60t1u)

(13.7712+ a,!6,2712 -a )
( I0.6173+ cr. 13. I 173 -a)

(-4.501 +2.577 a, 0.684 -2.60114)
(- 13.05 | +2.577 s , -7 .866 -2.60t1u)

F9.9286+ a.. -7.4286 -ct\
(-34.1092+ e, -31.6092 -c)

(- 15.606+ 2.577o, -10.421 -2.608tr)
(- 3.922 + 2.571a , rJ.763 -2.608rt)

(30.742+ a33.242 -cr)
(8.4723+ a. 10.9723 -a)

(0.869 +2.5'17 a. 6.054-2.60ttcr)

(-2.27 7 6+ ø, 0.2224 -o.)

ß7 .398+ 2.571 s.. 42.583-2.601Ìu)

G5.3765+ a. -4.8765 -a)

G7.247 + 2.577 s.. -2.062-2.608cr
(17 .660+ 2.577a. 2L.Í45- 2.60lta)

(-8.598+ c,- 1.402 -c )
(19.3346+ cr, 2 l .tl34 -ct)

(-6.421 + 2.577 a, -1.236-2.608u)
(9.30 I + 2.577s., 14.486-2.60flcr)

(10.528+ 2.577a. 15.713-2.608 a)
(7 .374+ 2.577o., 12.559-2.60tÌc)

(- f 3.f 7l+2.577u, - 7.9fÌ6-2.60tlcr)
(- 37 .352+ 2.577 a, - 32.167 -2.608tu)

(27.499+ 2.517o. 32.684-2.608a)
(5.229+ 2.577s.. 10.414-2.608a)

(-5.520+ 2.571a. -0.33.5-2.608q)

.Þ'è

(-tt.6l9+ 2.571u, -5.434 -2.ó0Ea)
(- | f .841+2.571u, (l.tt44-2.ó08ü)
( 1 6.092 r 2.5'17 u, 2l .277 -2.608cr)



26

27

2t1

29

-7

30

-9.0909
.05

3l

88

12.9t t4

32

23.3 t84

33

7.6364

34

21.6216

(- 8.058fr,-7.0588, -5.558n)

35

-12.t528

(- | 0.0909,-9.0909,-7.5909 )

36

30.75 |

( | |.9t f 4, 12.9t t4. t4.4t t4 |

37

-9.1294

(23.0184,23.3 il14.23.6 |lt4 )

38

-t9.2282

39

- | 7.5453

(6.6364.7 .6364. 9 .t3641
(20.621 6.2t .62t 6.23. | 2 | 6 )

(- r 3. r 528,-t 2. t528.-t0.6528 )

40

-24.0759

4l

-12.2368

42

(29.7 s1,30.75 t.32.25 I )
(- | 0. | 29 4,-9. | 29 4.-7 .629 4 )

t3.1934

(-20.2282.- | 9 .2282.- 1 7 .7 282

43

t0.9934

(- | 8.54_53.- | 7.5453.- |6.0453 )

44

- 1.6706

(-25.07 59.-24.07 59. -22.57 591

- l4.6845

45

(- r3.236tf , -12.2368. - t0.7368)

46

- t0.0996

(-8.0588+ a, -5.5588 -a)

47

-6.8038

( t 2. I 934. I 3. t 934, 14.6934)

(- 10.0909+ a.-7.5909 -a )

48

-6.79t2

(ll.9ll4+ s,14.4ll4 -a )

(e.9934.r 0.9934. 12.4934 |

49

(-2.6'106.- t.6706. -0. t70t)

15.4827

(23.0184+ cr.23.6 | ll4 -a )

(- | 5.6845,- t4.óit45, - I 3. | ¡145)

50

4 t.9558

5t

(-r r.0996,-t 0.0996. -tì.5996)

(6.6364+ cr.9.1364 -a)

3.5556

(20.6216+ o..23.12 l6 -a)

52

(- | 3. | 528+ a,- | 0,6528 -a )

14.3777

(-7.8038,-6.8038.-5.3038 )

5l

-30.863

(-7 .7 9 | 2,-6.7 I t2, -5.29 t2\

54

(29.751+ a.32.2-51 -a )

27.5441

(- 10.1294+ ct.-1.6294 -rr)

(t 4.4827, | 5.4827,1 6.9827 )

55

(-20.221|2+ s.,- | 1 .7 282 -rrl

r 4.8936

(40.9558.4 | .9558. 43.455ft)

-23.t481

56

(- 18.5453+ tr.- 16.0453 -cr )

57

(-25.0759+ a. -22.5759 -rr'l

(2.5556.3.5556. 5.0556)

|.2048

(l 3.37 77,1 4.3777,1 5.8777 |

58

(-13.2368+ a, -10.736E -a)

(- I 1.102+ 2.571u. -6.1 t7-2.608a)

4.7619

(-3 I .1163,-30.863;-29.363 )

59

þ!1.334+ 2.511n, - 8. t49-2.608a)

(26.544 t,27 .544 1,29.044t \

(12.1934+ a, 14.6934 -a)

ó0

2.5

-7.439

(8.669+2.577 a, t2.854-2.608cr)

( | 3.8936, t4.8936, | 6.391ó)

(9.9934+ a.. | 2.4934 -c)

(-24.t48t,-23.148t.-2 t.64tt I )

-24.5059

(19.776+ 1.877q., 23.06 t2.60fJ-c¡)

(-2.(t706+ c. -0. | 706 -a)
(-15.6845+ a. -13.1845 -a)

16.2304

(3.394+2.571a, 8.579-2.608a)

$.20 48. | .20 48. 2.7 0 481

-0.7508

(17 .379+ 2.57 7 o., 22.564-2.6O8s.\

(-11.0996+ a. -8.5996 -a)

(-5.7 6 | 9,4.7 6 | 9, -3.26 | e\

(- 16.396+ 2.577a, - lt.2t t-2.608a)

(-7.8038+ u. -5.30311 -c)

(26.508+ 2.577a. 3 t.693-2.608a)

(-7.79 12+ c, -5.29 I 2 -cr)

(-25.50 59,-24.5059, -23.0059)

(- 13.372+2.577 a. - 8. 187-2.608a)

(-8.439,-7 .439, -5.939)

( | .5.2.500. 4.000)

(14.4827+ a. | 6.9827 -a)

(-23.47 l+ 2.577a. - | 8.2862.608cr)

( t 5.2304.1 6.2304 - | 7 .7 304r

(40.955E+ a. 43.4558 -a)

(-21.788+ 2.577a, -t6.603-2.608a)

(- I .7508.-0.7508.0.7492 |

(-28.319+2.577 o., -23.134-2.608u.1

(2.5556+ a, 5.0556 -a)

( -16.4tJ0+ 2.577a, -l 1.295-2.601ta)

(13.3777 + a,l 5.8177 -a )
(-31.863+ c.-29.363 -c )

(8.951+ 2.577ct., 14.136-2.608c)

(26.5441+ a.29.0441 -cr )

(6.75l+ 2.577a, | |.936-2.608u)

(- 18.9'27+2.577a, - 1.3.742-2.ó08 a)

( 13.8936+ a. | ó.3936 -u)

(- 5.913+ 2.577a. - 0.7211- 2.ó0tta)

(-24.1481+ o.,-21.648 | -a )

(- 14.342+ 2.577a, - 9.1.57-2.608 c)

(0.2048+ u.,2.7 048 -o.\
(-5.7619+ o.. -3.2619 -ul

(- | 1.047+ 2.577u, - 5.8ó2- 2.608c)
(-l1.034+2.577 a, - 5.849- 2.608a)
(11.240+ 2.577a, - 16.425- 2.608a)

( | .5+ c, 4.000 -cr)
(-8.439+ c. -5.939 -c¿)

G25.5059 + a.-23.0059 -a)

(37.713+2.577 a, - 42.898- 2.608cr)

( 15.2304+ tl. 17.7304 -c)

(-0.ó87+ 2.577a, 4.498-2.608 q)

(- | .7508+ s..0.7492 -c¡l

( 10. 135+ 2.577a, 15.320- 2.608q)
(-35.106+ 2.577a, -29.921-2.608 c)

(23.30 l + 2.577o., 28.4tt6- 2.608a)
( 10.65 l+ 2.577a, l5.tt36- 2.608c)

(- 27.391+2.577 a, - 22.206-2.608 a)
(-3.038+ 2.577q.. 2.147- 2.ó08cr)

(-9.005+ 2.577ø", -3.820- 2.608a)
(- 1.743+ 2.577a, 3.442-2.608 s)
(-l 1.682+ 2.577 a. -6.497 -2.(¡0ll o.\

(-2E.749+ 2.577 s., -23.5ó4-2.608 a)
( I 1.988+ 2.577a, 17.173- 2.608a)

Þ

(4.994+ 2.517ct, 0. l9l-2.60ft o)



t46

he fuzq number to represent the average stock returns is explicitly given by

, = f \ìn ril \-n ri2 \-n ri¡ II L/-¿i-l n'.(¿i=l n, Lli=l n J

i = ( 0.558, 1.666, 3.243 )

hose a - Cut to represent the average ofall the stocks returns under considerations is given by

,(a) : [IL, * * (IL, å. -IL, +)", Il-, + - (I:, tt -Ð1, +r)"]

,(a): ( 0.438 + 0.8384, 1.276 - 0.8894 )



' 1_ _t\*,

market relurns and tlìe

Montlts

Column ß
u - Cut lbr the diflerence berweìñ-
the sl<¡ck relu¡ns altcl thc cr - curs ft¡r
lhc average stock returns.

lRi(ø) -R,(")J

I

.ar\lÀ.rJr¡\rr,r\u/, _ 
^r¡il\rr,rj, tne squarg ol the diflcrencc

t¡-culs for the average market returns.

2

(- 11 .723 t (t.577c^ . -t.462 -(r ó08rl1

J

l- | J.-t]7 + 2.577o., -B.l 92 -2.ó0gu)

4

(-6.8tltl I 2.577*, - t.793 -2.ót)ft*)

)
(t

(- f 2.39.5 +2.577 ct . - 7.2 t() -2.608a
(10.254 + Z Sl7e, t.s.439 -2.ó98*)
(-4.-s(ll r2.577 u, 0.684 -2 60ttu)

8

(-f l.05l r2..577 u, -7.866 -2.(r08(I)

I
(- l.5.6116 | 2 .577rr , -10.421 -2.(r08u)

t0

(- 3.()22 + 2.577ç¡ , 0.763 -2.608u)

tl
t2

IR,;(a) -R,"i(a)]

r - Uut lor the difTerence between
the nlarket returns anrJ the c - culs frrr
lhe average nlarkel rcturns.

(0.1t69 +.2.577 u, 6.0.54-2.6(lttu)

I

(37.191f + 2,577t. 42.5fJl-2.60nq)

4

(-7 .247 + 2.577tt, -2.062-2.iltïtr
(17 660 r 2.577u. 22.X45- 2 6()l{n)

(- 7.020 'r 1.089g , - 4.4847 - t.033û)

(--(t.421 ¡ 2.577 u, - | .236-2.tr(ll{tr)

Coh¡mn C

6

( 1.9 12 + 1 .389a , - .5. t39 - t .B j¡a)
(-0.494 1.889a , 3.233 -t.838u)

7

(9.3(} |.r. 2.577 t, | 4.4t16-2.tr()llu)

(-3.157+ l.0tl9a, -0.230 -t.838*)

( 10.-52! r 2.577a. | 5.7 t3- 2.(r08 u)

8

belwcen thc s - cuts for

t9

(7 .37 4+ 2.57'l u. | 2.559- 2.6{}ttc)

( 1..588+ l.0ft9a , - 4.-s t_5 - t.83Bc)

(- |3.! 71+ 2.577t, - 7.911(r--2.60ftu)

20

(:9.6:50+ l.l39a, 1.687 -l.t98a)
(-1.224 4 1.889a, 2.503 -t.838a)

- 37.3.52+ 2.517u, - 32.167-2.608u

')l

22

(27.499+ 2.5'17u, 32.684-2,60ttu)

(-5.29C, t' l.8ll9a, -1.569 -t.83Bu)

!-l

(.s.229+ 2.5'17o., 10.4 t4-2.60tta)

(-2.876+ Lftll9c, 0.85t -t.8j8a)

24

(-5.52(l+ 2.577 u, -0.31-5-2.ó0Uc)

(-4.924 + 2.089u, -0.997 -t.83Bq)

<r - Cr¡t f<rr

(-tf .6 | 9+ 2.577u, -5.434 -2.6(t8u)

lhe nrarket ref urns and tlre a - crrts l.or
thc averagc markct returns.

-
( | .3fi5+ Lllll9u, 5.092-t.8l8a)

(- | f .l'f 4l +2.577q, (l.tl44-l.60tlc)

(-2.042+ l.8lt9u, l.6U-5- t.83fìu

lR

(.1i. /y:) -_)tJ.yJ l<r+ /. | ó()rr
((\ (\07 JA \1Q^t Á ers,-2

Q.2A2+ l.8ft9û, .s.969- t.838c¡)

the dif lere¡lce betwecit

(") -R

(-3.364+ l.tl89u, -0.137- t.8 jttcr)

-

(-11 11 -â (¡?.Qn ¡1 ç?Q

(- 2.413+ Lti89u, 1.3 t4- | .ft3Ba)

(\g l)1 -1 t (J-f.nt) u

( | .143+ 0.9l4u, 3. 120-0.f163 a)
(-l.224+ | .8tl9a, 2.503- I.83tìa)

(a)l [R
Colum

(16)9,l.Fl\ ?{(æ¡?

(- 6.622+ l.tl!9c, - 3.295-t.83fìu)

I | 5 q6() J'l R(l?'n+A eA'7,'2

t' -¡rl \q,,, r\ml \u /J

-

c

(-5.444+ 1.889u. - 1.711-t.83tta)

() Q)7 -Ê eñl

(a) -R,";(a¡l

82 (t\(¡ -47 l)\tt.t A 9.A1

( l.llì2+ | .8tt9a, 4.909- | .838c)

( | l.?81 - l4 I lQry+d lr.rffi

(().205+ 1.389a, 3.432- l.838cr)

-7.| 52i30.8 I 6a+6.86 I rrr)

(1.651+ 2.tt89q, 6.318-l.83ltu)

(-4.278-l() ß71ry +S'lJl?,"?, - t< 
^12

15 1 .0-5 6 't 7 4 .1 5\u +4 R67

(t4.ie8 -t8.

(4.79Í1+ l.lll9u, 7.525 - l.3l8a)

1

(- 4.655+ l.8fl9a, --0.9211- 1.831ìu)

1j9.599 ) f9 l1)ty+4 Í16:.n1 r 1Á ìrì()

2

f,7 a o.ozoq.+q. /y4a- |

, \,r.tw1 -arr.tJlLl+.i. IY¿+(J I

-

,Jv I r J.o.r_lLt+í, lt.+(l I
1l\À ÁA r.- . -., , 1

(2 l.-598 - 17.-584u r.1.57Rryr (ì lrì() .r ? /,?()

G22.443 | | 1.349o+4 R(tl

L!l_L4 I -r | 3.08 | a+ 2. 354cr' . 49.028 _21 .l 02u+2.25 | ct: I

(-9.022 t. t0.775Í+4.867tr' , 31.442 -2g.617u+4.794u2)

o

I

_J!]-2 | 8 -36.671u r.3.836G', 26.3t3 ¡23.2:.5(x14j,94a2\
(203.328 -84.574o. +4.867s.2, 55.216 +63 69g¡1.,a79ao.)
(3?:502 r -s4.g84a+4.867u2 , t60.445 -12.885,r*qJ9q,-r\

2lÁR.Á1 -o

J. I J.)Ci. ,|

(1.071 | r 7.791a+J.57tic2

(:9 ll5 -11.692ru4.867u', - 2.119 -160t9il14.7t)4u:l
(-41.3:]5 -1.445tt2.467a', - 40.893 -3 325u+t.BX4o-l

(55.12(l -52.979u+12.422t1, - () 78:ì tA.ll7u.+ | | 22ltrrr)

l() llil -1

\'l \A,l^ t A 1iA..2 t

è{

1

15.745 -28.09(rcr+4 794trr)



25

26

21

( f 6.092+ 2.577a. 2l .277 -2.61t8o.1

28

(- | 1.302+ 2.5'17a, -6.1 l7-2.608u)

29

(- | 3 .134+ 2.571tt, - l{ 149-.2.6(}ttu)

30

(8.669+2.577 n. | 2.ti54-2.6(ttlq)
(1q.776+ 1.877a, 21.()Ó|2.6()ll.-a)

JI

JZ

(1.394+ 2.577a, 8.579-2.60llcr)

J)

(17.37t)+ 2.577 u, 22.564-2.ó0ttu)
(- 16.19ó+ 2.577s., - | | .21 l-2.608a)

l4
3i

(26.-5(ltf + 2.577<t, I l.(r93-2.60t1c)
(- 1.1.172r2.577 a. - ll.ltlT-2.608u)

l6
(-23.411 r 2.-577cr, - lft.2362.60lta)

37

l8

(.-2 I Ttltt+ 2.577a. - 16.601-2.608u)
( -2tt.3 19r 2.577 u, -21. 134 -2.608a)

l9
( l6 4ltO-r 2.-577a. - I | .29.5-2.608a)

40

(0.(ltl5+ LtJtl9a, 3.642-l .818a)

4l

(-2.375+ l.tlll9u, 1.352- | .tl38u)

(lf .95 l + 2.577a, 14. 1 36-2.6()8cr)

(-8 f 6l+ I.ll89rr, -4.434-|.tl3tìu)

4?

4J

(6.75f + 2.571t. |1.916-2.61)8a)
(- 5.ell+ 2.577c¡, - ().728-_1jqgQ

(0.5(14+ 1.389a, 2.223- 1.33lìa)

44

- lll.927+2.577u. - 1.3.742-2.6118 ct

(3.6l9+ Llltì9a, L346- I .838a)
(-2.294+ l.8fl9a, | .433- | .tllttu)

(- f 4.14? t 2.577o, - 9.157-2.608 o

4.s

(- I | .047+ 2.5'77<t, - 5.8f'2- 2.608u)

46

(3.(r69+ l.8tl9q. 1.39(t-l.fJ3lto)
(- 6.53l+ | .lll()cr. - 1.8(14- | .flllla)

41

(- I I {)J.l t 2.577 cr, - .5.1149- 2.(rOtìq)

( | l.l4(lr 2.577t, - 16.425- 2.608c)

48

(1.3 l5+ | .lì89c. :l .042- l.lllSc)
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Scoring Model

Output For Fuzzry Weighted Scoing Model



Discount Saving Bonds
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Fis 44.1: Discount Savi
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F'ederal Bonds
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Corporate Bonds
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Fig 44.3: CorPorate Bonds.
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